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Americans Who Received J&J Jab More Likely To Develop Rare Blood Clots,
New Study Finds

BY TYLER DURDEN TUESDAY, NOV 02, 2021 - 05:45 AM
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It's starting to seem like nary a day goes by that the world doesn't isn't confronted with new research raising safety
questions about either the mRNA vaccines (mostly Moderna) or the adenovirus-vector jabs like the AstraZeneca and J&J
jabs.

On Monday, the bad news focused on the adenovirus jabs, particularly the J&J jab, as researchers from the Mayo Clinic
in Rochester Minnesota, who published their findings in JAMA Internal Medicine, compared data from the general
population before the pandemic to data gathered from reported vaccine side effects suffered by Americans.

What they found was disturbing: a person who received the vaccine was 3.5x as likely to develop brain blood clots as
an average person before the pandemic.

Blood clots, and specifically cerebral venous sinus thrombosis are well known side-effects of the J&J vaccine, and the
discovery of this risk was the reason usage of the vaccine was paused in April. Still, however, the team insists the side-
effect is rare and that the findings must be looked at in the context of the effectiveness of the vaccine in preventing
severe cases COVID-19.

The data were gathered from Olmstead, County, Minnesota - a county of around 158,000 people situated around 90 miles
southeast of Minneapolis - from 2001 to 2015, per the Daily Mail.

They then used the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System
(VAERS) to find diagnoses of blood clots in people who received the J&J vaccine between the jab's approval date at
the end of February 2021 to May 7.

During the 14 years before the pandemic, there were only 39 Olmstead residents who developed CVST - a rare,
potentially deadly, blood clotting condition.

However, after the jabs were being used to treat COVID, that number shot up to 46 reports of CVST confirmed in the
VAERS program following patients' who received J&J jabs. Alhough eight were eventually removed from that pool for
either being duplicate reports or not being professionally diagnosed. In total, 38 cases tied to the J&J vaccine were
detected, with over 70% being among women.

The discrepancy here is pretty difficult to ignore.

around 8.7MM doses of the J&J vaccine had been administered in the US between February and May.

Adjusted for population, there were 2.46 cases of CVST out of every 100,000 person-years, pre-COVID, pre-
vaccine.

However, when also adjusted for population, there were 8.65 cases out of every 100,000 person-years among
people who received the vaccine - a rate 3.5 times higher than the general population.

Could it be a coincidence? Perhaps... but it certainly justifies closer examination.
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This just happened to one of my employees. Wife talked him into a shot so they can travel, which is stupid
because they drove to another state. Anyway, he threw a clot, and is recovering in the hospital here,
permanent heart damage.

Otherwise a healthy 52 year old dude. Non smoker, doesn't drink. 

Lt. Frank Drebin
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Cool story bruh...
Anthraxed
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Thats it? Thats what you got? 
Chevrus
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They ran out of one liners last year. Now they're at "anecdotal at best" 

 

Sick Monkey
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Bots:  The NPC Struggle is Real

Resist the Unique Patient Identifier! - Ron Paul, MD

Not Your Father's ZH
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.GOV cares about your individual health!!!

If you are in a zero risk covid category, please risk cardio/pulmonary damage by taking the
jab.

SamAdams
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Check VAERS.  One Bad Batch of Vaccine killed 119 people.

Worst 30 batches killed 2111 people total.

Vaccine is not killing people.  BAD BATCHES OF VACCINE are killing people.

 

 

bankerbob
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Got news for ya bobby boy, ALL batches are bad.
2thelastman
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He got 30 bloody $hekels.
No-Go zone
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Collect all of the boosters!
bugsmashers
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Yeah, right? Be the koolest kid on the slab at the morgue.
Not Your Father's ZH
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Thank goodness for human guinea pigs 

😂

 We’ve known this for how long? A year?
Jade_Dragon
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Not even a year and three jabs are out. Nobody ever took 3 flu shots in a matter of months
:/

BittyFitBuster
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Be the best looking Jacinda, eerrr, horse in a glue factory.
No-Go zone
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Is he getting divorced?
Lamejokes
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Not to my knowledge. I don't think he blames her, he blames himself. 

Startling what fear can do to people. Clouds the judgement.

Good news is he wont let's his kids get it, except the one who is grown and already did it. 

Lt. Frank Drebin
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Taking responsibility, admitting his mistake and doing what's right for his children... Seems like a
good man. Sad he got it.

Lamejokes
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Good man doesn't let his wife talk him out of his senses.

Tell that b! tch to be cool.

 

 

ParkAveSlasher
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Be cool honey bunny
TBT or not TBT
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I feel bad for ones who were pressured into and had truly bad reactions to it or sadly died,
otherwise healthy. 

But I said fk that. If my own family reject me I can deal with that. Me and mine have lived this
long without their support. 

These statistics are not as low as so many think. This is a huge chance people are taking. No
"expert "knows who will have a devastating reaction or not.

I'll take the greater odds that has been proven ...99.98..%

 

ltlredbottom
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Mass hypnosis or hysteria for sure. I know many otherwise intelligent people who appear to
have never considered the potential dangers of getting vaxxed

Jade_Dragon
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It’s all about control and tyranny.
BittyFitBuster
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He better be getting laid on a regular basis.
WhiteCulture
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Probably can't have sex anymore...
Chunky_Beaver
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Ironic how much things have reversed in the USA during the past 100 years.... went from a
country full of beautiful White women that saved themselves for marriage and for their
husbands .... and transformed into a country full of hideous tattooed sluts that whore
themselves out for any reason to any creep.  Then after they get married they withhold
having sex from their husbands as a weapon to control and to humiliate them.  That is
modern feminism and why the Three Stooges used this joke over and over:  Are you
married or are you happy?

WhiteCulture
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Not with that bit-ch anyway.
Glock
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He is a widower now, she had an unfortunate "accident".
Glock
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Very sad isn't...

Many of these folks live in a mental prison... the walls are images imposed on their minds from a
myriad sources... all telling them the same thing...

Trust the experts...

Experts do not exist... at least I have never met one...

Lordflin
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Our "institutions" are filled with experts in deception though...
Lamejokes
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Yes the Bernays school of deception and consent manufacturing.
Chevrus
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Haaa Bernays. Freud's nephew, what else could we expect? ;)

It's really funny, because Bernays sounds like the French word "Berné", which means
"tricked" or "fooled".

Wouldn't surprise me if it wasn't a total coincidence...

 

Lamejokes
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And Fauci's name means jaws and scythe or sickle in Italian and Sicilian:

Southern Italian: metonymic occupational name for a sickle maker or someone who used
a sickle, from Sicilian fauci 'sickle'. ... Fauci - Oxford Reference

fàu·ci  =  jaws     Translations of fauci    noun    jaws    fauci   fauces     fauci    Open in
Google Translate•

And Bill Gates, like the biller at the gates, standing athwart much Internet traffic, collecting
his vig . . .

And Neel Kashkari, bagman for the bankster mafia . . .

Dr. Mark Fallick, MD | Cherry Hill, NJ | Healthgrades Dr. Mark Fallick, MD is
a Urology Specialist

Cherry Hill Park - Billy Joe Royal 1969 (ext. ver.) - YouTube . . . Fallick in Cherry.    Ooh la la.

TEOTWAWKI is nothing, if not funny . . .

Not Your Father's ZH
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File it under EverySingleTime...
Chevrus
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Apparently the people that control our institutions must have lost control over at least one TV
show from India.   Watch the video, before they censor it.  It is unbelievable.   Pfizer Vaccine
Terrorism.

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/11/explosive-revelation-indian-television-exposes-
pfizer-bullies-blackmails-countries-covid-shots-video/

WhiteCulture
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you are right but it is even worse than a matter of trusting the wrong people... 

government is FORCING people who don't trust the "wrong people" to either get the jab or lose
their jobs. 

Mister E

Many of these folks live in a mental prison... the walls are images imposed
on their minds from a myriad sources... all telling them the same thing...

Trust the experts...
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Not forcing: tricking.

When they say 'mandate' they are using the Blacks Law Dictionary (Legal/Maritime) meaning,
which is simply a command.

PrivetHedge
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Indeed. Satan can trick you, but he was forbidden to force you. 
Lamejokes
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You know I have heard this over the years and it really makes sense....
Chevrus
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Satan downvoted me! ;P
Lamejokes
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He tricked me into buying a Frobisher and Gleason raspberry-flavored ice lolly...
Milton Maynard Cheese
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+1000

 

Joe Biden:  "Get vaccinated... the choice is yours."

 

In between the dementia mumbo-jumbo, he knows exactly what he's saying.

Lance Boyle
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I have not agrred to anything even daily testing. They don;t know what to do with me/
Sentinel_2020
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Same. I'm not complying with anything. I've never taken the shot, never will. Never even
been tested,  never will be either.

in_xanadu_did_kubla_khan
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No jabs or tests for me me too. But be careful of places like Walmart or Disney they may
one day “lockdown the place” and force test everyone before they leave .

BittyFitBuster
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Meaningless semantics.  If you are threatened with the sack unless you comply, then you are
being forced. As for US armed forces, a command is non negotiable!

Razor_Edge
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Right, until the game changes. But I guess we wont know until it does....
Chevrus
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"Bid them dispatch me and then sell my bones."

 

-William Shakespeare, Henry V

Lance Boyle
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Do you have more info on this stuff?  Would really love to brush up on eliminating my contract
with the federal corporation.

ledhead1789
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Check out what's being unrolled in AU and NZ (and 'dog kennel quarantines' in China 16m:19s):

A Coming False Flag in Australia - Max Igan

https://www.bitchute.com/video/MGngRKMPtfZA/

https://www.bitchute.com/channel/TheCrowhouse/

skizex
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Reminds me of the stink tank ME experts. 50 years of expertise; peace is at hand ...

 

 

Solecismcles
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The ole light at the end of the tunnel....on a few more thousand casualites to go!
Chevrus
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The ole '242 Shuffle'. (UN Resolution 242). Things will be better next year --  another year
closer to a state -- just wait. Talk it out ...

 

Solecismcles
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Of course there are experts in  all disciplines, along with a lot of charlatans 
Razor_Edge
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I have noticed that the more expert a person is the less able they are to think beyond their
training...

Given that much that passes itself as knowledge is simply wrong headed I have come to have
little faith in experts...

The medical field is rife with examples...

Worthwhile point... upflagged your comment...

Lordflin
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Climate Change Experts claim cow farts are going to make us all burn up.

Climate Change Experts create hockey stick graph with no data.

Noble Peace Prize Experts gave Obammy the Peace Prize.

North Dakota Rugbyl
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CHINA HIGH YIELD - WE HAVE A
PULSE

Source: Refinitiv

China high yield corporate ETF, KHYB,
is putting in the biggest squeeze higher
since Evergrande hit the world.
Sure, from extremely depressed levels…
but a bounce is a bounce.
We stick to our KHYB logic outlined
earlier this week when we wrote:
"Could it be time to "bargain" hunt
some China high yield?".
There is more room to squeeze in order
to catch up to the HK property index.

1d ago at 10:35
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...and when I've asked Libunists to actually justify why Scumbama received the Nobel
Peace Prize, they've literally stated, with a straight face, "because he wasn't George Bush." 
GDMF idiots - college degrees aplenty, but discernment and street smarts at absolute zero.
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"It is difficult to get a man to understand something when his salary depends on his not
understanding it." - Upton Sinclair

BigJimSportCamper
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A good "expert" realizes that they're not an expert.  Humility.

That there is always more to know, different ways to learn, and teach.

That previous methods and 'facts' can change based on new information.

That 'learning' should always be subject to critical thinking and rational analysis.

That focusing on one thing can be a strength, but is also a weakness.

That 'experts', including themselves, make mistakes, and should step forward when they do.

2thelastman
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Sounds like contractors 
BittyFitBuster
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The mechanism is understood. Simplified version is that the vaccine gets into the blood, and is taken
in by endothelial cells which line the blood vessel walls. The vaccine then instructs the cell to make the
spike protein, producing waste, which is then recognized by killer T cells which kill the infected cell. 
That causes the blood clots.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pyPjAfNNA-U&t=1939s

socalbeach
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It's one possible vector. I strongly suspect they are also using dendrimers as the delivery vehicle
(magnetically enhanced graphene oxide). These are known to be destructive to cell membranes--
particularly for red blood cells.

Mr. Magniloquent
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Have you some more information on that>?
Chevrus
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Studies are easy to find. You just need awareness. Now that you are aware dendrimers exist,
you can find them on your own. 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/27010367/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30368954/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/27382155/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/27266364/

Mr. Magniloquent
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other vectors yes, but there is no graphene oxide in the vax 
hrmpk
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Nanoscale graphene oxide essentially acts as a type of "molecular velcro."  Some of the
vaxxxes contain nanoscale graphene oxide in order to attach specific nucleobases to mRNA. 
This information will eventually become generally-known; but unfortunately not yet. 

Gloobus Floobus
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no the rna just codes for the (modified?) antigen, it goes into the part of the cell that turns
rna into proteins and does that there, no need for “velcro”

hrmpk
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Wouldn't this same process happen if you were infected with COVID, or any virus that T cells
recognize for that matter?

Why does it only happen in 1 of 12,000 cases?

Go ahead and downvote because I'm questioning the narrative, brave defenders of free inquiry

Quia Possum
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I'm downvoting you because you are whining about it.
Chevrus
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I don’t think you’d get such a concentrated infection in one area, and if there was an area of
concentration it would be in your lungs not your arm. Plus the big clot risk would be an injection
into a blood vessel which is going to happen sometimes.

a serum that turns your cells into spike protein factories does not seem wise to me.

natxlaw
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Unlike all SARS Corona viruses, which reside in your lungs and nasal passages, The mRNA from
the vaccines, gets into your bloodstream and will instruct ANY cell to make spike proteins. For
example, the mRNA  can instruct blood vessel cells to make spike proteins which can cause your
immune system to attack your blood vessels resulting into blood clots, hemorrhages and or
strokes. Hope this helps.

ohm

Wouldn't this same process happen if you were infected with COVID, or
any virus that T cells recognize for that matter?
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So it is 3.5X now, but as the cells continue to produce spike proteins for the rest of their lives, death
by clot is inevitable.  Probably within 3 years.  The only question left is whether ADE-driven cytokine
storms will take them first.

gaoptimize
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Abstinence is bad for your health 
Blue Dingo
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Maybe he should have told her that taking the jab so one can travel means placing oneself at risk
every 6 month at "booster" time...or told her to wait until SHTF when they attempt to force our kids to
take these kill shots, which will happen soon. Personally? I can't wait.

Giving in to tyranny only encourages these parasites to go further and further up our azzes.
 

G. Wally
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You won't have long to wait.  CDC meeting today.  Child vax implementation schedule is on the
agenda, even though the meeting is supposed to be about whether or not to approve it at all.

It's a done deal.  Mandatory child vax is coming soon. 

As bugs bunny once said, "Of course you realize, this means war!"

2thelastman
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 But it’s rare don’t forget 
juve
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It is causing clots, no question, but let me point out that the only vaccine that the CDC and
FDA regularly go after is also the only non mRNA vaccine.  Why? 

Havok
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Another lab rat for MIC to feed off . 
DelusionsCrowded
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Wow, you know 1 of the 38 people and I know 2 of the 38 people who got these very rare clots after
J&J.  Imagine the odds of us finding each other on a forum! 

bugsmashers
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I am in my early 40s and very healthy. Last March I did Goggins' 4x4x48 challenge, an Olympic tri in
early August (after signing up 5 days before the race), and usually do a Murph workout 3-4x each
week. 

I got the JnJ jab. I did NOT want to get the jab but my employer mandated vaccinations and my wife
wanted me to get one. I could ignore my wife, but not my employer. Plus, I figured I should keep
the income flowing so I would have more flexibility to pay for my kids education/daycare once they
mandate it for schools. I contemplated liquidating all retirement accounts to pay off the mortgage and
wait out the next year, but that seemed like a dead end solution because my education/experience is
limited to future employers that would also have a mandate.

I got the JnJ jab over the PFE/MDRNA jabs for several reasons: I figured 1 shot is better than 2. Also, I
figured that with an adenovirus my body would no longer produce the spike protein once my body
'cleared' the virus. Also, the government was not promoting the JnJ jab and it seemed there was a
shortage of it. So I figured I should get the one that the government didn't support it, because they
probably knew it was less effective at killing people.

Pre-vax: I took Ivermectin, Quercetin, Vit C, Vit D, and Tylenol to help fight the adenovirus and to
prevent clotting issues.

Post vax: I heated the injection site with heating pad/ hot pack for 6 hours to try and decrease the half
life of the virus. (I don't know if this would work but I figured it couldn't hurt.) I also fasted for 2 days
and continued the vitamins. I did not experience any sickness or cold like symptoms from the virus.
But as the vax took effect (2-3 days post vax) I started to experience tightness in my chest and
stiffness around my body (lower back or leg) for about 2 weeks. My brother was in the same boat as
me, and he also had the tightness in chest and stiffness symptoms. Also, I felt winded and fatigue
going up 2-3 flights of stairs. I don't know if I am noticing it more because I got the jab since I was
worried about myocarditis and similar conditions pre-vax, or if this is an actual effect.

It's been about a month since the vax. I still take the vitamins in addition to Glutathione and NAC. I felt
more fatigued on my workouts for ~2-3 weeks after the vax, and I still have tightness in the chest. It's
less frequent, but it's still there. 

One thing I wanted to do before and after the vax was get blood samples drawn for D-dimers test. I
didn't and I regret not doing that. Also I burned my arm with the hot pack, so I would have applied
lower heat (~130F) for more time (2-3 days) and I would have taken C60. I plan to start supplementing
with Vit K as well since I've heard that can help with heart repair. 

This is not advice. I wanted to share my story to possibly help others with countermeasures if they are
in the same situation I was. I regret getting the vax. If I were to do it again, I would have liquidated my
retirement since I feel the tightness might be (is likely?) irreparable. Maybe my sentiment will change in
the next couple months?

 

berlinjames02
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Re. "Also, I figured that with an adenovirus my body would no longer produce the spike
protein once my body 'cleared' the virus":

Different delivery vehicle (i.e., adenovirus vs. mRNA), yet the post-delivery mechanism of action for
spike protein production is fundamentally the same:

https://www.nebraskamed.com/COVID/how-the-johnson-johnson-covid-19-vaccine-works

"The Johnson & Johnson vaccine delivers the virus' DNA to your cells to make the spike protein. An
adenovirus acts as a delivery vehicle used to carry the coronavirus genetic material (DNA). The
adenovirus delivers the little piece of DNA to the cell that will then make the spike protein."

 

Gloobus Floobus

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

I understand that the delivery mechanism is the same.

My understanding is that the adenovirus would infect and release the spike protein as a
biproduct of the infection. But, once the adenovirus / infected cells were killed off, the production
of the spike protein would stop.

With the lipid nanoparticle vaccines, would cells that produce the spike protein also be killed off
(like the adenovirus), or would the cells continue to produce the spike protein indefinitely (or
longer)? I understood  there would not be any mechanism that kills off or stops spike protein
production in the cells. Is that not the case? 

I don’t know for sure but I would appreciate any info others might know.

berlinjames02

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Consider yourself lucky, my cousin - a force of nature - died 48 hrs. after his second shot.
Zeroscum

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

 didn't he serve under Oveur in the Air Force, or was he under Dunn?
Slaytheist

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

he will drink now..
aloha-snackbar

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

I have a good friend, mid sixties, also had a stroke from blood clot in his head. He took the J&J. He
wanted me to know - since I'm not a pro-jabber, that the vaxx had nothing to do with it. In other
words, despite the stroke, he's still right and I'm wrong. He'd rather accept ill effects of his decision
than admit his decision was flawed. Oh, well.

kathaleend

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Unshakable faith in what is increasingly proving to be a LIE...
Chevrus

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Your friend obviously needs a series of booster jabs.

When the next stroke(s) happen, he might start go get a clue. 

Gloobus Floobus

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Sadly, I think you're right about that.
kathaleend

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Women operate on emotionalism, never let them talk you into something that is illogical.
Rentier88

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

is his wife the beneficiary on the Life Ins?
OMIV

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

So many idiots got the shots so they could "TRAVEL."

You don't get injected with anything so you can travel.

AND, if the parasites get their way, they will destroy all travel anyway.

natashav

#

#

69 Reply"

1 week ago

A Lady friend of mine got Jabbed even though I told her not to get it is experiencing severe headaches and
fatigue. She regrets taking it so much now. Never got the second Jab. Seen multiple doctors and
neurologist who all have no idea what is except that it definitely not from the Spike protein MRNA factory
maker that she injected herself with.

No report sent to VAERS

HomeBrewPrepper

#

#

61 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

got a friend who had covid and still went and got both vaccines and then the booster. He said this last
booster is about to finish him off. Over 101 temps for several days now and a myriad of bad
symptoms.

He is now starting to see the light but I am afraid its to late for him. He's in bad shape from it now. I
don't understand people like him. He said the virus wasn't that bad. but the second shot was worse
and made him feel real bad for over a week. So what does he do? Why go get the booster as soon as
its available of course. You could never tell him anything. My pity level is about gone.

cowdiddly

#

#

10 1 Reply"

1 week ago

If he gets Ivermectin into him, + Zeolite and perhaps C60, he may have a chance.
PrivetHedge

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

Pine Needle Tea is also supposed to help.
YouJustCouldnt

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

White pine.
natxlaw

#

#

1

1 week ago

what happened to getting medical advice from doctors instead of politicians and other
lunatics?

hrmpk

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

C19ivermectin.com works on COVID. I doubt it helps with artificial spike proteins. 

 

(awesome site by the way, if you like actual raw science) 

TheInformed

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

It may, based on binding mechanisms:

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33867777/

"Ivermectin binds with LEU492, GLN493, GLY496, and TRY505 residues in the spike protein
through hydrogen bonds"

 

Gloobus Floobus

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

https://www.bitchute.com/video/EVSgmErtrMeS/

Ivermectin is awful, horrid, unsafe (Google 2021) and "A wonder drug" and "astonishingly safe"
"a drug even an untrained person can distribute with minimal training"....said Google (2018).

G. Wally

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

It's a pretty spooky spell that's been cast, someone not everyone was caught in its web.
kathaleend

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Bytch-Karen at the UPS store yesterday made a point of loudly informing all persons within the
store that she just got her booster jab, and everyone should do the same "right away before this
pandemic gets any worse." 

Gloobus Floobus

#

#

24 Reply"

1 week ago

Er... no one knows what is in experimental jabs... becuase they are "experimental". Look at the vial
paper insert. It says "left intentionally blank". It is thought that the spike protein causes blood vessel
inflammation and clotting, also ribosome dysfunction. These "features" would explain headaches and
fatigue. The vaccine takers exhibit a "belief" in the benefits, its little more than that I am afraid.

pachadwick

#

#

15 Reply"

1 week ago

Additionally it's not a 'trial', without a control group.
So even the EUA is a fraud.
 (Also a fraud as it doesn't work).

PrivetHedge

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Somewhere I have a copy of all the redacted information of the vaxx contents, as well as the
redaction codes...some of them are military. Can you tell me more about the ribosome dysfunction?

Chevrus

#

#

10 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

See link I posted above (when sorted by best).  Headaches are a sign the vaccine got into the brain
and caused blood clots as a result of platelets attaching to the spike protein, as well as immune
system attacking cells making spike. The corona virus, as opposed to the vaccine, only gets into your
nose, throat, and lung, not the brain.

socalbeach

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Thanks
HomeBrewPrepper

#

#

61 1 Reply"

1 week ago

All I know who have avoided the vaxxx have had zero adverse outcomes 
bikepath999

#

#

1 39 Reply"

1 week ago

you and your moms
Physics Returns

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

I hope you're sterile. 

Edit - congenitally sterile. 

Decatur Guy

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Its okay your mom had her tubes tied after she saw your face
hrmpk

#

#

46 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

 

… Americans Who Received J&J Jab More Likely To Develop Rare Blood Clots

“More likely” and “rare” in the same sentence… Hilarious!   ;-)

Looney

Looney

#

#

17 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Word salads are fun and educational.

Cognitive Dissonance

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

It's a hoot to point them out to the MIC faithful....
Chevrus

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

… Americans Who Didn't Receive Any Jab Never Develop Rare Blood Clots
PrivetHedge

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Not true - I got a blood clot from stopping from putting my head through a windshield in the days
before seat belts -- See it can be done if you try hard enough

crankyoldlady

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

The Jab

The gift that keeps giving 

Forever 

Blue Dingo

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Turns out that 'forever' in this case is quite short.....
Chevrus

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

3.5 times rare = ?

A- Very Rare

B- Extremely Rare

C- Exceptionally Rare

D- Rare beyond Belief

 

On a side note, notice they are quietly dropping very, from very rare ... trust us the experts, trust us the
doctors, trust us big pharma.

beavertails

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

Two weeks to flatten the curve.
ipso_facto

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Two years to fatten the curve!
Chevrus

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

And ten years to flatten to population. 
WatchnSee

#

#

1 week ago

Oh that's been accomplished already through nutritional warfare...
Chevrus

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

You are more likely to be struck by lightning than be the sole winner of the Powerball lottery, but both
are rare.

Do you disagree with this sentence?

Quia Possum

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Fear mongering to force those who are interested in getting the jab to get the mRNA.
Black-Man

#

#



1 Reply"

1 week ago

pfizer just lobbies harder
hrmpk

#

#

44 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

It is funny that the adjective rare is forever appended to the side effects of these vaccines...

I guess rare doesn't mean what it used to...

Lordflin

#

#

59 Reply"

1 week ago

One shot you get 'rare', two shots 'medium rare', and three shots 'well done'.
Smerf.

#

#

16 Reply"

1 week ago

Thanks... always appreciate a good laugh in the morning...
Lordflin

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Lordflin,

I once listened to a highly respected wine expert describe a wine as being "rambunctious!"  I
realized then that adjectives are almost meaningless anymore.

What is The Hedge

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Aren't wine experts paid by the adjective...?
Lordflin

#

#

4

1 week ago

"It's good couch wine!"
Chevrus

#

#

1 week ago

One would think they are paid by the adjective, that's for sure.
What is The Hedge

#

#

24 Reply"

1 week ago

Rare means "move along, nothing to see here".    Used in a sentence "Ivermectin success stories are
rare in corporate media". 

TBT or not TBT

#

#

1 6 Reply"

1 week ago

Horse paste's effectiveness is very rare.
beavertails

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Well then try to the version made for humans...apparently a raging success in india, and now in
Japan...

Chevrus

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

The crowd can't read sacarsm like the old days.  Humour left when Carlin left the house.
beavertails

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

“Robust”, is another adjective enjoying it’s fifteen minutes of fame.
1117

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Statistical
wizteknet

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

The use of "robust" I have found to be robust across time, because quantifying performance  is
often either not possible, too much of a PITA, or...not very helpful to your case soooo "robust".

TBT or not TBT

#

#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Rare... Like Bloody.

wom5007

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

8.65 per 100,000 is pretty f-ing rare
Quia Possum

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

You actually believe that someone knows the rate of potential blood clotting...

How do you think that they know that...?

btw... I know of someone who died from a blood clot to the brain... my wife's sister... it took some
time to eventually kill her... and it was ugly...

Lordflin

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

not rare enough for a vaccine. when you give medicine to healthy people it has to be safer than fuck
hrmpk

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

You make it sound like they actually looked at 100,000 people. They only looked at 46 and
extrapolated and massaged the results. Nothing can be determined from a sample size this
low. Another garbage study funded by NIH and published by garbage JAMA. Note that the Mayo
Clinic has the ability to determine  the actual thrombosis blood clot rate if they wanted. In their
hospital, They could perform a D-dimer test before they administer the vaccine and again after.
No statistical massaging would be required. Of course they never want to perform actual scientific
studies. They would rather baffle you with BS.

ohm

8.65 per 100,000 is pretty f-ing rare
 

#

#

36 1 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

All those studies are there so the Sheeple don't start to ask questions when they begin to notice people
dropping dead around them. "Yes, it's ok, we've been warned by """science"""", all is good, it's an
acceptable risk after all".

 

3.5 times the usual rate? Yeah, multiple it by a hundred, and maybe you'll have the beginning of an
estimate.

Lamejokes

#

#

16 Reply"

1 week ago

Yes, you are correct. In the UK child death is now up 83% following the Jibby Jab program.
pachadwick

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Monsters leading sheep... What a sad sight to behold.
Lamejokes

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

With signs now placed on the side of UK buses that "Kids have strokes too"...I sh!t you not.
G. Wally

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Oh that's just 'Sudden Death Syndrome', like SIDS and Polio, and other Jab symptoms.
PrivetHedge

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

No worries, today I read that Phizer stated they are adding heart attack meds to the jab. I sh!t you
not.

G. Wally

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

this is simultaneously a good idea and fucking terrifying like WHY NOT CURTAIL ROLLOUT
$$$$$$$$$$$$$

hrmpk

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

FDA very recently approved Pradaxa - an anticoagulant - for CHILDREN 3 months to 12 years.

Jut in time for the kiddie clot shots.

These bastards are utter monsters.

BigJimSportCamper

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

If people start dropping dead in the street the sheeple will be so shocked by it they will tell themselves

"I see nothing" knowing full well they may be next the fear will turn these people into Zombies.

The healthy will start giving them a wide berth.

 

Sven Novgorod

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

No, they will automatically assume the drop deads were "unvaxxed."
G. Wally

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

nono they were breakthrough covid cases caused by 20% of the population not injecting
themselves

hrmpk

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Dont forget the Pre-Lube! Seen recently in the USA on the side of a city bus: an advert saying
"Children have strokes too!!" Oh and the FDA-holes just approved oral blood thinnners for children, so
there's that.

Chevrus

#

#

35 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

My in laws waited for us to go on a two week holiday then went out and got jabbed with their third dose of
poison death clot shots.

Since shot number two, wife’s dad can’t walk up stairs or to the mailbox and has end stage congestive
heart failure. He has had flu symptoms at least a half dozen times and lives on 9 different meds to keep him
alive, including Lasiks. Mom has severe digestive issues, severe allergies and lethargy now. She was a
sweet woman before but now is bitter and angry and sickly all the time now. They practically never leave
their house now and just watch tv from the time they get up until the go to sleep.

We came home yesterday and found the old man confused and grey. His skin is grey. Wife’s Mom has had a
severe headache for 11 days yet refused to get medical treatment. It’s so bad that she can’t stand light,
can’t stand up or walk easily and can barely stomach food. She even denies that she got the third shot but
we got the truth from my wife’s family. They have literally destroyed what life they have remaining by
injecting themselves with this poison. My wife is dragging the woman to the doctor today. I can almost
guarantee he will not even consider the poison va666ine to be a factor in her illness.

God help anyone that took this toxic life shortening witch’s brew.

Obake158

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

Sorry dude. 
    “ watch tv from the time they get up until they go to sleep”.  Lemme guess…CNN or NBC. ( of
course…Fox ain’t much better)

NoPension

#

#

15 Reply"

1 week ago

Old man starts the morning with CNN, then watches ancient aliens or Alaska shows all day. They
are glued to the deranged AntiWhite filth from MSDNC from 3 - 6pm then tune into NPC “news”
from 6 - 7. I can’t be in their house anymore because I can’t stand to be around they tv. They eat
with it on and fall asleep to the tv. They are true Toomers and will likely die in front of the retard box.

Obake158

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Update: Mom goes to doctor. Doctor tells her that pain in her head for the last 11 days is either her
grinding her teeth or maybe it's seasonal allergies. Won't even consider that it could be caused by
deathclot jabs. Gives her a prescription for migraine tablets and sends her home without a referral for
any further testing.

The entire Sickcare Industry is a fucking joke. 

Obake158

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Just what they needed, more junk in their bodies.
Reality Czar
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#

34 Reply"

1 week ago

Recently my dad had 2 strokes after his second shot...A first for his health for him...not sure what kind but I
think it was Pfizer. We couldn't talk him out of the injections. Television mind control had taken over his
senses.

Dr. Gonzo
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#

17 Reply"

1 week ago

Sorry. 80 percent of my family, friends don't listen when presented with facts. Step son died, 2 other
family members. I figure the choice they make is their own, financial pressures. I just support them,
pick up the pieces when it happens. Painful to watch. 

InfiniteIntellRules
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#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

It depends largely on who is presenting the facts.  If people disagree with the facts they are given,
they just go to another source that agrees with them.

Accreditation means nothing anymore.

Nothing.

Pedro-the-cat2
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#

18 Reply"

1 week ago

My best friends son died after taking the shot.  He was forty years old.  Family is crushed.  Mother is
going into counseling.  

Secret Weapon
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#

18 Reply"

1 week ago

My coworkers son had to he rushed to the ER after getting the shot. Last I heard he's in
convalescent care. Also a girl from our church got blood clots in the brain.

This is NOT rare, folks.

secretargentman

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Counseling, ah .. the same medical field that caused the problem in the first place. 

🤔

 Seems legit.
Cult of the Sun
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#

12 Reply"

1 week ago

I don't know a single person who died from Covid.  

I know 2 people who immediately got ill after the shot, and died within 1 week.  Anectdotal for sure,
but in my world the vaxx is more dangerous than the disease. 

No surprise to me, I'm fully aware that the administration of the deadly Vaxx has nothing to do with
the scary virus.  

truth or go home
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#

30 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Emergency Use Authorization for these mRNA “vaccines” is dependent upon there being no other pre-
existing effective treatments available. All of us here know Ivermectin or Hydroxychloroquine will treat
COVID-19 and both can also, safely, be taken prophylactically and both cost pennies per dose. End this
blatant vaccine-murder-machine for profit and stop this descent into medical tyranny.

Abiotic Oil

#

#

36 Reply"

1 week ago

ignorant fk. The J&J is not a mRNA vaccine.

Read the fk'n article next time 

D-bag.

Anthraxed

#

#

14 Reply"

1 week ago

Different vector to cause same thing, make your cells pump out a bioweapon into your blood,
lymph, every tissue of your body. 

TBT or not TBT

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Neither is the mRNA a vaccine. You are so angry you can't even see your own silliness.
What is The Hedge

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Foul mouthed creature!
Chevrus

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

wow thats a lot of downvotes
hrmpk

#

#

29 Reply"

1 week ago

Weird how they can’t cure acne but all of a sudden cured a cold virus that we were previously told by it’s
very nature can’t be cured 

bikepath999

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

https://youtu.be/BJP8rN64to8 
Jamesf1010

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

They redefined 'cured' to mean 'you know, the Thing!'
ipso_facto

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Right before they redefined Vaccine to mean: It does something to the immune system!
Chevrus

#

#

27 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Unfortunately, my 29 year old son, who knows of the many dangers from these jabs broke down and got the
J&J jab.  He was recently offered some side work on a cruise ship and needed it in order to be eligible.  He
is a new father and his wife is currently on maternity leave and felt he needed the money.  I'm really
disappointed that he set aside his concerns and research for a few thousand extra fiat bills. Folks, protect
your family and back them up!  My mother's cardiologist just denied her a procedure unless she gets jabbed
and today she goes to her oncologist for her chemo.  I am afraid she'll finally give in if they again threaten to
withhold her cancer treatments. We are in a full on war for our bodies and health.  Not sure when our side
will show up on the battlefield, but time is running out! 

ChrisPatriot
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#

2 1 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

THE ELITES KNOW HUMANS BETTER THAN MOST HUMANS KNOW THEMSELVES.

 

The sole trait of consciousness is:  Can people be aware enough to make conscious decisions?   Most
seem to sleepwalk through life.  A God's eye view would offer a different perspective, they would
appreciate their existence and be less apt to make the wrong decisions.

liberty2day
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#

24 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Here are the blood clot Adverse reactions in VAERS as of October.

                  Events   Percent

Pfizer         4,055     0.0039%

Moderna    3,350     0.0048%

J&J            2,212     0.0148%

 

Due to the blood clot adverse reaction focus on J&J, Pfizer and Moderna blood clot events are probably
 vastly  underreported. All adverse reactions in VAERS are underreported by at least 100 times so you have
to multiply the above numbers by 100.

 

If the idiots at Mayo actually wanted to do a scientific study, after all they are hospitals, instead of publishing
BS population studies,  they would do a D-Dimer test after every vaccine they administer. Then they would
know who developed blood clots after each vaccine instead of relying on some BS statistical mumbo-
jumbo.

 

All of these vaccines are highly toxic and ineffective against Covid and would be sued off the market if the
vaccine manufacturers did not have legal liability immunity. To claim that one is more toxic than another is
BS. 

ohm

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Indeed - D-Dimer would stress most all recipients and immediately... you can buy them for 3 dollar.
pachadwick

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

VAERS just another arm of the MIC propaganda machine. If the real numbers were known this evil
couldn't go one . Thousands of Dr are complicit in this ; not health professionals but corrupt medical
technicians . 

DelusionsCrowded
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#

1 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

2212 is quite a bit more than the 48 that the Mayo Clinic reported.  Perhaps they should have
expanded it to blood clots of all types.  

I suspect then that this study is merely a limited hangout trying to feed the virus support and diffuse
the truth. 

And of course they didn't normalize it for the 1 year of results vs. a lifetime of results.  I wonder how
long the clotting effect lasts?

Just doing the back-of-the-envelope math on this number - let's assume 175 million Americans jabbed
- 50% of them with J&J - that's 87.5 million J&J jabees.  Let's assume the VAERS underreporting is
not 10X, but 4x.  Then roughly 8800 of the 87.5 million J&J jabees got clotted.  That's about 1 in 1000. 
Pretty low odds - .1% (interestingly, about the same as dying with Covid).   

But wait - that's only in one year!  That's the minimum number of effect!  We don't know if the
clotting effect continues at that same rate, declines immediately after the first few weeks,
declines slowly over time, or increases from there.   

If you take one of those assumptions actual figure could be 3-4% or more for that single problem.  

 

truth or go home

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

These are the number of fully vaccinated at the beginning of October according to the CDC

Pfizer      103,435,592

Moderna   69,193,084

J&J            14,973,570

Unknown        112,583

Which yields the following blood clot percentages and events according to VAERS.

                  Events   Percent

Pfizer         4,055     0.0039%

Moderna    3,350     0.0048%

J&J            2,212     0.0148%

Unknown.       44     0.0391%

 

Based on studies in 2011 and 2021, we know that only 1% of Adverse Reactions are reported to
VAERS so the numbers are actually
 

                  Events      Percent

Pfizer         405,500     0.39%

Moderna    335,000     0.48%

J&J            221,200     1.48%

Unknown       4,400     3.91%

In addition, these percentages are only for one Serious Adverse Reaction. In order to determine the
true toxicity of the vaccines, you need need to look at the aggregate total of Serious Adverse
Reactions (death, blood clots, paralysis etc) which the liars who claim the vaccine is safe never do.

ohm
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23 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

I have just heard about two boys admitted to a hospital in London on the same day.  Both myocarditis one
aged 21 had already recovered from Covid three months before. But had the jab two weeks before. Both in
intensive care both needing a heart transplant.

A HEART TRANSPLANT

WTF?

this is disgusting. Their lives have been destroyed by the jab

Boeing Boy

#

#

12 Reply"

1 week ago

Another professional soccer player had a heart attack too, fully jabbed a few weeks prior
AimeeZH
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#

23 1 Reply"

1 week ago

9 Million humans die of starvation every year. 3 million are children.

There are NO mandatory food distributions for the welfare of humanity.

There IS however, mandatory vaccinations for the welfare of humanity.

Reconcile.

freedommusic

“The welfare of humanity is always the alibi of tyrants.”

― Albert Camus
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1 week ago (Edited)

Not a PEEP about getting your health under control…exercise, eat right, vitamins…get weight under
control. Not a PEEP.  Just get jabbed. 
   Yeah, they care about us.  You really do have to be fvching stupid to not see beyond this. 

 

NoPension
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#

10 Reply"

1 week ago

Gyms closed. Liquor stores and fast food open.
freedommusic

#

#

1 week ago

Churches closed; strip joints open. Such transparent agenda.
Not Your Father's ZH



8 Reply"#

#

24 Reply"

1 week ago

[I posted the following about a week ago. As it involves the AstraZeneca vax --which like the J&J one is an
adenovirus vector jab -- I thought I'd re-post it here]

My friend's 59-year old wife died some weeks ago--in late September. A few days after her second jab of
the AstraZeneca vax  she woke up one morning with her hands semi-paralysed. Reminded me of what
guitarist Eric Clapton complained about earlier this year (led to him protesting vaccination in the UK media).
Clapton recovered; my friend's wife didn't. She got convulsions on-and-off over following couple of weeks.
Fluid in her lungs they couldn't clear in hospital. Dead 3 weeks after her fateful jab. Doctors couldn't say (or
wouldn't?) what provoked her illness. An infection --not Covid though -- was their feeble conclusion but
they had no evidence of same, just conjecture. They won't be reporting it to the vax after-effects database.
Nor will my friend-- he's traumatized and can't to bear to think it could be due to something so easily
avoidable. The jabs didn't affect him so the vax must be OK, right?

risk.averse

#

#

23 Reply"

1 week ago

So conspiracy theory becomes fact yet again? Why is Fauchi still walking around?
DoubleDumpTruck

#

#

23 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

He's in the big club that you and I ain't.

Cognitive Dissonance

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Hat tip to George Carlin!
Razor_Edge

#

#

14 Reply"

1 week ago

He's a made man in the WEF mafia. 
TBT or not TBT

#

#

22 Reply"

1 week ago

LOCKDOWN

SHUTDOWN

DEPOPULATE

oddblock

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

That's the agenda!  The stupid don't see it and the woke crowd encourage it - until they become the
depopulated.

The Vel

#

#

21 Reply"

1 week ago

I don't know anyone who doesn't know someone personally who hasn't had  heart or clot issues after the
shot.  I'm not saying everyone who gets the shot is having these issues - but it's clear the numbers are
much, much higher than what's being reported.

kurtz-

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Please see my post above. First I have heard of heart transplants for kids,
Boeing Boy

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Kids have always needed heart transplants here in Oceania.
Globalist Overlord

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

 

Do you belong to these 'Students for an Orwellian Society'

https://studentsfororwell.org

 

The Odessa File

#

#

9 Reply"

1 week ago

My friend who was a nurse was forced to get the NottaVax ClotShots. She'll never get Covi.

She died six weeks ago last Sunday.

Esso

#

#

21 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Around 60% of people who get these injections are showing up as having d-dimer clot detection tests with
readings of over 2,000 but no clots can be seen on scans because they are micro-clots doing damage all
over the body. A reading of 500 in a person who hadn't taken any shots is given on the NIH website as a
reason to get someone in for a serious work-over as they must have a truly massive clot somewhere. The
body is essentially a system of pipes and if you block the little pipes up to get a reading of 2,000 you are
going to do huge long term damage and yet writers, including here in ZH, consistently say these clots are
rare when in fact they are absolutely the norm for all of these clot shots and this is clearly by design.

BigJJ

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Clearly, all the control group better get their shots then, otherwise we'll be seeing studies comparing
disease rates versus the guinea pig population. 

TBT or not TBT

#

#

21 Reply"

1 week ago

The jabs are working just as they were designed to work.
Onthebeach6

#

#

20 Reply"

1 week ago

What’s the moral of this story? Don’t get any COVID vaccine. If you have, don’t get a booster. Period. 
Pureblood NOVAX

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Fhaaaaaak man, you'd think this would be obvious by now.
Chevrus

#

#

20 Reply"

1 week ago

I told a smoker/drinker co-worker not to get a Pfizer shot.  He told me that he wanted to see his
grandchildren (who told him that?).  He was not at work for a couple days due to the second shot.  A
couple months later, he had a heart attack with clogged arteries from a faulty heart valve from birth
(why didn't the doctor tell him that the pre-existing condition would preclude him from the shot?). 
Now he has to wait for surgery in a hospital two hours away.  They're just trying to kill everyone or
speed up the process of everyone's demise.

Jackprong

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Gettin WEFfy widdit.
TBT or not TBT

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Again I must ask: who is making financial bets that SS recipients will die before they receive what they
and their employer paid into FICA? Blackrock? It is middle Boomer time to file right now...millions and
millions of us.

66 and still haven't filed...but when I do? I'll be around to watch my young grandkids graduate college.
They won't be receiving forced jabs: I will "insure" that never happens, in ANY WAY NECESSARY.

G. Wally

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

College? By the looks of things you'll be fortunate to see them home-schooled without the jab...
Reality Czar

#

#

20 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Safe and effective.

Thanks for telling us NOW.........and this is one type of hospitalization or death they can't hide by defining
"vaccinated" as after second dose + 14 days.

philipat

#

#

25 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago (Edited)

Wait for this huge and suffocating justification to be slowly whittled away as more and more 'studies'
come out showing the effectiveness is comparable to a placebo.....or worse.

Cognitive Dissonance

Still, however, the team insists the side-effect is rare and that the findings
must be looked at in the context of the effectiveness of the vaccine in
preventing severe cases COVID-19.

#

#

13 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Versus early treatment with cheap generic ivermectin, zinc sulfate, HCQ, baby aspirin and the like. 
 Using those, early, no pandemic, 2nd Trump term, plentiful energy booming economy, Taiwan safe,
freedom of movement, no Beast system.      A nightmare for statist control freaks. 

TBT or not TBT

#

#

16 Reply"

1 week ago

On the upside, there were zero reported cases of the common flu in Olmstead county Minnesota
2019-2020 ;-) 

nmewn

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 week ago

 

Take the shoot and ask questions later - leave it to science.

Pandelis

#

#

1 week ago

I hope you're not forgetting your mask and to social distance?
Dolar in a vortex

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

The rebranding was a complete success!
Chevrus

#

#

19 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

The only reason they haven't gone door-to-door to forcibly inject Americans with their dangerous and
ineffective shots is 450 million guns.

Globalist Overlord

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Contrary to common opinion there are also a significant number of privately held firearms here in Spain
too. Hand guns, long guns, smooth bore shotguns.  Your average farmer has probably half a dozen
firearms and plenty of ammunition in the home.  Some days around here in the mountains during
hunting season it sounds like Fallujah.

Agent Smith

#

#

19 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Distopian fvching nightmare. 
 

 I really like the ones who say. … “ I investigated the different jabs, and I’m taking the safe one”.

  Sure…sure you are. 

NoPension

#

#

18 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Now, recognize that VAERS underreports by a factor of 10 on a good day. 

Now, add that any bad outcomes are being actively suppressed by the medical industry and hospital
administrators and you start to realize the issues are much worse. 

The_Dude

#

#

18 Reply"

1 week ago

Well, now they are trying to change the meaning of words to pretend a lie is true: A rare blood clot is not
rare if it is widespread. You are not fouling anyone. 

Marcecamb

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

Oh they are fouling plenty of people. 
TBT or not TBT

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Right, but are they fowling...that's what i wanna know!
Chevrus

#

#

16 Reply"

1 week ago

It's amazing that I work with 2 of the 38 people who got clots after the J&J shot.  What are the odds of that?
bugsmashers

#

#

12 Reply"

1 week ago

What are you? A tin foil hat conspiracy nutter?

Nobody gets side effects from the magic vaccines here in Oceania.

Globalist Overlord

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

 Get out.  We've always been at war with Eastasia
Shifter_X

#

#

16 1 Reply"

1 week ago

📌📌🔊🔊

NUREMBERG 2 TRIALS NOW!

 

The Nuremberg Code 1947       Permissible Medical Experiments

The great weight of the evidence before us to effect that certain types of medical experiments on human
beings, when kept within reasonably well-defined bounds, conform to the ethics of the medical profession
generally. The protagonists of the practice of human experimentation justify their views on the basis that
such experiments yield results for the good of society that are unprocurable by other methods or means of
study. All agree, however, that certain basic principles must be observed in order to satisfy moral, ethical
and legal concepts:

1.     The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential. This means that the person
involved should have legal capacity to give consent; should be so situated as to be able to exercise
free power of choice, without the intervention of any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress,
overreaching, or other ulterior form of constraint or coercion; and should have sufficient knowledge
and comprehension of the elements of the subject matter involved as to enable him to make an
understanding and enlightened decision. This latter element requires that before the acceptance of an
affirmative decision by the experimental subject there should be made known to him the nature, duration,
and purpose of the experiment; the method and means by which it is to be conducted; all inconveniences
and hazards reasonably to be expected; and the effects upon his health or person which may possibly
come from his participation in the experiment.

2.     The duty and responsibility for ascertaining the quality of the consent rests upon each individual who
initiates, directs, or engages in the experiment. It is a personal duty and responsibility which may not be
delegated to another with impunity.

3.     The experiment should be such as to yield fruitful results for the good of society, unprocurable by
other methods or means of study, and not random and unnecessary in nature.

4.     The experiment should be so designed and based on the results of animal experimentation and a
knowledge of the natural history of the disease or other problem under study that the anticipated results
justify the performance of the experiment.

5.     The experiment should be so conducted as to avoid all unnecessary physical and mental suffering
and injury.

6.     No experiment should be conducted where there is an a priori reason to believe that death or
disabling injury will occur; except, perhaps, in those experiments where the experimental physicians also
serve as subjects.

7.     The degree of risk to be taken should never exceed that determined by the humanitarian importance of
the problem to be solved by the experiment.

8.     Proper preparations should be made and adequate facilities provided to protect the experimental
subject against even remote possibilities of injury, disability or death.

9.     The experiment should be conducted only by scientifically qualified persons. The highest degree of
skill and care should be required through all stages of the experiment of those who conduct or engage in
the experiment.

10. During the course of the experiment the human subject should be at liberty to bring the experiment to
an end if he has reached the physical or mental state where continuation of the experiment seems to him
to be impossible.

11. During the course of the experiment the scientist in charge must be prepared to terminate the
experiment at any stage, if he has probable cause to believe, in the exercise of the good faith, superior skill
and careful judgment required of him, that a continuation of the experiment is likely to result in injury,
disability, or death to the experimental subject.

                                                                                                                                        _JOHNLGALT.

🦘

.  

JOHNLGALT.

#

#

12 Reply"

1 week ago

The EXPERIMENTAL mRNA JABS fail at all levels of The Nuremberg Code 1947   Permissible
Medical Experiments.

JOHNLGALT.

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

"  The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential. This means that the
person involved should have legal capacity to give consent; should be so situated as to be able
to exercise free power of choice, without the intervention of any element of force, fraud, deceit,
duress, overreaching, or other ulterior form of constraint or coercion; and should have sufficient
knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject matter involved as to enable him
to make an understanding and enlightened decision."

I guess that explains the Phizer TV commercial with "superhero kids" that "volunteer to be guinea
pigs": https://www.bitchute.com/video/phKPkkuxNTpd/

You all tell me: could any of these small children have the "legal capacity" to consent?

G. Wally

#

#

15 1 Reply"

1 week ago

This is what happens when you worship the Big State and fear the big state magnified cold virus 
bikepath999

#

#

14 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Critical Observation: Us oldsters that lived through the 1976 Swine Flu Gerald Ford Re-election Hoax aer
naturally (and logically) reticent about taking the EUA, non-human tested, mRna genetic modifier disguised
as a "vaccine". 

COVID has a 99.9% survival rate overall. Even if you're a geezer its over 95%. Many millions (including me
and Mrs. Fiscal) had COVID and survived, just like EVERY aliment we've ever had. COVID was so non-
threatening and mild it was a non-event. Rota Virus and Pleurisy were 100x worse.

So why, FJB, and Fauci, and Rachel, and the MSM lunatics, WHY should I get the Clot Shot when it is
medically unnecessary???

I've had this discussion 50+ times. 50% think I'm nuts for not taking the Clot Shot. Many feel I should be
FORCED to vaxx or have my right to travel eliminated. We can't go on our next Viking River Cruise because
a vaxx is mandatory.

Evil forces are at work. This was NEVER about the virus. That was the excuse to destroy our freedom in the
name of "health and public safety"

I'll NEVER get the jab.

 

Fiscal Reality

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

You are despicable as am I 
Wodan 1785 USA

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

 

One Geezer to Another ..

Right-On !!

Stay 'Pure Blooded' and Be Well.

 

The Odessa File

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Hell, they want 5 year-olds to get mandatory vaccines. In all of the UK, only six children without pre-
existing serious health conditions died in the first 12 months "from" COVID.

Give Me Some Truth

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

My Pureblood Tshirt

Unmasked. Unjabbed. Unafraid.

BinAnunnaki

#

#

15 Reply"

1 week ago

My daughter is a school teacher, and got vaxxed because "that way I won't have to wear a mask".

Of course the rules were changed and now she has to wear one.

When she complained about it I asked her:  "who came up with the rules?"

She said "the Governor of the state"

I said, "Didn't you know he is a liar and lies constantly?"

She said, "Well, yeah!"

Then I said, "Why do you trust known liars?"

 

Pedro-the-cat2

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Sometimes you just gotta hold their hand and walk them down logic lane.
secretargentman

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Should have explained to her that the mask was actually to train you to submit to the shots. And also
to show proof of your slavery to the agenda

Boobie Hill

#

#

14 Reply"

1 week ago

Coincidence? Of course. Everyone knows vaccines are the leading cause of coincidences.
secretargentman

#

#

12 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Also be on the lookout for an explosion of cancers as the clotshots destroy the natural immune system.

This already happened to my aunt this summer who died from a mysterious fast growing pancreatic cancer
she didn't even know she had. She was fully vaxxed. Of course, the family thinks that's just a wild
conspiracy theory and believe whatever the doctors tell them.

The doctors naturally would NEVER attribute the cancer to the vaxx. They might lose their medical license if
they did.

Here's a video that explains why this is happening.

Dr. Ryan Cole discusses early treatments and how our Natural Immune system is being destroyed by
these covid-19 experimental vaccines.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/74xdGrYS75e5/

Globalist Overlord

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

well, yeah i too have been expecting this to develop in the medium to long run.welp, those who
survives the strokes that is 

totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

I also have a fully-vax’d acquaintance who has cancer now. Healthiest person I know. Eats right,
exercises, etc. But ran out and got the jab the minute it came out several months ago. 

AimeeZH

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

not any more.

Cult of the Sun

Healthiest person I know.

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Indeed...the same with my sister who was fully vaxxed...diagnosed with cancer (suddenly) on August 1
and dead on August 8. Ditto with the family response...no questions, no curiosity...case closed, that's
it, that's all... and there's nothing more to see or know. 

Lil Ms.Homesteader

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Govern-ment literally means mind control. They've perfected their craft to the point people will walk
into a buzz saw.

Cult of the Sun

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

I know of 2 people, both the pfizer toxin, who have ZERO HX of CA in their family, and both young,
healthy and reasonably fit.  Both got weird sudden onset CA.

Hipneck911

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Menticide.

Look it up

Agent Smith

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Eyes wide shut...
promqueen

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

The vaxxxes affect oncogenes / proto-oncogenes, and tumor suppressor genes, among other
things. 

Gloobus Floobus

#

#

12 Reply"

1 week ago

They want to start routine testing of the unvaccinated to make sure they don't catch covid and spread the
virus to the vaccinated at work. Yet, the co workers I have that are vaccinated are the ones that are catching
covid and staying home from work.

chemcounter

#

#

14 Reply"

1 week ago

The vaxx'd are the ones spreading covid and causing the variants.
Globalist Overlord

#

#

10 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

You know it, I know it, but... Sheep gotta sheep.
Esso

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Yep here is the real science
https://www.geertvandenbossche.org/post/why-the-ongoing-mass-vaccination-experiment-drives-
a-rapid-evolutionary-response-of-sars-cov-2

Shifter_X

#

#



12 Reply"

1 week ago

Also, THEY DON’T WORK. 

Bon Jovi tests positive for Covid, cancels show in Miami

In a statement, Bon Jovi's representatives told Variety, "Jon is fully vaccinated and feeling fine.”

I am unvax’d, had Delta and also “felt fine” lol

AimeeZH

#

#

10 Reply"

1 week ago

F--k Bon Jovi. He is one of the reasons "progressives" are now in power and destroying the country.

Fully Vaccinated Democrat Progressive Rock Star Bon Jovi Has COVID-19

https://www.shorenewsnetwork.com/2021/10/31/fully-vaccinated-democrat-progressive-rock-star-
bon-jovi-has-covid-19/

And F--k Bruce Springsteen while I'm at it.

Globalist Overlord

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Laughed my ass off when Springsteen called all of his fans racist in that Obama interview. That was
some first rate virtue signaling.

ggm

#

#

12 Reply"

1 week ago

Something is very wrong with American mathenatics. How is 3.5 times more? How?

You have 39 CVST cases in14 previous years, almost 3 per year.

Now you have 38 cases of CVST in ten months. 

I can say without computer that the risk is not 3.5 times but 13.5 for people with J&J.

Last week there were another article with fucked mathematics. ZH and Yahoo said that people with
antibody from previous illnes are 5 times more at risk thqn vaccinated. But in the research of 7000
hospitalised people 9% have antibody from previous covid illnes and 5% were vaccinated. What's wrong
with you, are you fakenews intentionaly or you don't know elementary math?

xzandrax

#

#

12 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Park your prius and line up! Morons! And dont forget to double maskup.
I'm Baaack

#

#

11 Reply"

1 week ago

I go to church here in Houston with about 850 other humanoids.   Over the past 9 months there has been a
lot of announcements about "...in the hospital with a blood clot", "had a stroke", "died after a stroke" etc...

you can say 3.5x, but in my little world we've gone from 'rarely occurring' to a 'routine event'.

Antifaschistische

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

I've observed the same thing in my town and church.
Give Me Some Truth

#

#

11 Reply"

1 week ago

The government lied about safe vaccines.   Trust is the fool's opiate.
Reaper

#

#

9 Reply"

1 week ago

The zero liability clause for pharma should have been the red flag for even dumb people. 
endofdays

#

#

11 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

The article doesn't say, but there is another gigantic problem with this data.

The research says 2.46 cases per 100,000 person years pre-Covid and 8.65 cases after the J&J vaxx

However that 2.46 number is normalized over a lifetime while they have only been administering the Vaxx for
less than a year. 

That means there has been 8.65 cases per 100,000 person years - possibly for every year after the vaxx
has been given!  If the average person has 40 years to live after the vaxx, then that number could be 300-
400 cases per 100,000 person years.  

That is why long-term testing is so important.  We don't know if the clotting effect happens one-time
or is continuous for the rest of your life!  Of course if you have brain clots, it probably affects the length of
your life also - so that must be taken into account as well. 

This single finding is enough to pull the vaccine from the market.  

 

truth or go home

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

if the numbers were different, would this toxic injection be acceptable to you?

 

what is with people??

liberty2day

#

#

6 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

It could also magnify to 100%, just like it did with the last round of covid mRNA trials in the lab
animals. Interestingly, every study they did the more animals died. It ended with 100%.

Ms No

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Yeah if it increases, that would be devastating, but there is no way to be able to determine that
without a long-term control group. 

Anything after the first few weeks and the liars are going to call it "natural".  

truth or go home

#

#

11 Reply"

1 week ago

Brought to you by Pfizer.

One ring to rule them all.

pods

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

More like one needle to rule them all.  
Secret Weapon

#

#

11 Reply"

1 week ago

Play stupid games with your body win stupid prizes 
bikepath999

#

#

10 Reply"

1 week ago

"It takes nothing to join the crowd. It takes everything to stand alone."

~Hans F. Hansen

Only Way Out

#

#

10 Reply"

1 week ago

It is literally ten times worse than they are reporting.  The "vaccine" is a depopulation tool.  
Secret Weapon

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

You misspelled "one hundred"
Chevrus

#

#

10 Reply"

1 week ago

Report Finds Increased Risk of Spontaneous Abortion Following COVID-19 Vaccination During Pregnancy

A lot of rare things happen with these vaccines.

Hippie

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

"rare"
BirdDoctor

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

"vaccines"
Hippie

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Maybe sheeple will start to notice when the birth rate plummets and the death rate soars.

 

https://www.worldometers.info/?fbclid=IwAR1V-YF03O-
91A6v5blRx9KQPlNs73FHU8vSMcC7BuT56bWMbEX3_12omyM

Shifter_X

#

#

10 1 Reply"

1 week ago

My vaccinated kids are not going to vaccinate their children.   All is not lost.
Cloud9.5

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

I wish to fuck I could say that.  I am terrified that my grandson will get injected.  Parents have already
had 3

Shifter_X

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Dear God, please be with Shifter and his family 

👪

. 
Cloud9.5

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Thank you Cloud9.5.  Your prayers are greatly appreciated.
Shifter_X

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

You are welcome.  God be with you. 
Cloud9.5

#

#

10 Reply"

1 week ago

Don't forget, a Harvard Study showed the VAERS system reports less than 1% of vax adverse
reactions/deaths.

We Will Not Be Silenced

#

#

10 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

The Mayo Clinic is a globalist dive hospital. The ones in AZ are disgusting and look like half abandoned war
veteran clinics. My friend used to work there and we would laugh about how those clinics seem to carry
unwarranted glamour in the pharma kill industry.

Ms No

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

And you can't get decent mustard there.   Not even French's, never mind Dijon. 
TBT or not TBT

#

#

9 Reply"

1 week ago

A Bollywood star, Puneeth Rajkumar, 46, was frequently tapped by the Indian government to help promote
Covid-19 vaccines and lockdowns to the Indian people.

A yoga practitioner and a strong advocate of healthy living, Puneeth is known to be one of the healthiest
and fittest actors in the south Indian film industry.  

The actor suffered a massive heart attack and died, after he had taken the COVID vaccine. 

https://vaccinedeaths.com/2021-11-01-indian-actor-died-heart-attack-covid-vaccine.html  

Enraged

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Good thing he died   The people would have 

killed him 

Wodan 1785 USA

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Just another drop of Clorox in the gene pool of stupidity.
Agent Smith

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Add this to the growing list. It is so clear that the mainstream "watchdog" press will not investigate
these likely/possible connections.

 

Give Me Some Truth

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

The "Watchdog" media are owned by Pharma.  They are just their propaganda wing.
Agent Smith

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Just watch TV and chart the commercials. It seems to me that 50 percent of them are now paid
for by Big Pharma. So, yes, the networks are being bought off ... and have been for a while.

 

 

Give Me Some Truth

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

This is Neuro linguistic programming:  Constant talk and warnings about disease, symptoms,
product to buy or SEE YOUR DOCTOR, YOU COUD HAVE. . .

THIS is why you need to throw away your TV.  Listen to this long enough, it will affect you.

MoralsAreEssential

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Might be alive today if he had lived in Uttar Pradesh and received the ivermectin packet instead.
Globalist Overlord

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

All high profile people in business, acting, politics, authoritative positions unless otherwise having
DECLARED THEMSELVES at this point as Opposition are bought and paid for and literally are just
Following Orders.  Many who think themselves "protected" are clueless they are expendable.  So
this one guy dies, but before this is known to the public, how many got the Jab "cause Puneeth
wouldn't take something unhealthy." Many of the Indians figured out early the Jabbed were the
ones dying.  The influenced by Big Idol Puneeth would be of the middle and upper class.

MoralsAreEssential

#

#

9 Reply"

1 week ago

J&J clotshot. Pfizer/Moderna heart inflammation jab. Nervous system disorders. Wait until the autoimmune
disorders begin to appear. Not good.

boyplunger7777

#

#

9 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

 

Stay of Pure Blood

Avoid The Jab altogether ...

 

There are no knowns, we only know what we know that is known.

 

 

The Odessa File

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Xz2kICAXsM&ab_channel=MSNBC
Norseman_Aura

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

 

Fox should be spelled Fuch's 

99% of the people seeing that and their lies would actually see the 'H' as a 'K'

 

The Odessa File

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

The FDA are known liars, as are you.

Disregarded.

You don't have any credibility here, why do you continue posting?

Pedro-the-cat2

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

 

What the HELL are you typing about Pedro ??

 

The Odessa File

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

I've said from the beginning i'd rather die twice of *o*vi* than take any of these dna altering shots.
motive unclear

#

#

9 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Might be time to stop calling this blood clot reaction rare and this potion a vaccine.
JohnGaltsChild

#

#

9 Reply"

1 week ago

“Rare” hahahaha. It’s not rare when everyone knows someone who’s got sick from the shots. But what’s
rare is people dying from Covid. I don’t know anyone who died from Covid and I live in nyc 

juve

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Most people dying of “Covid” are fuking old with a foot in the grave and a foot on a banana peel.
Others are fat and/or unhealthy….sorry if that hurts feelings.

KayaCreate

#

#

9 Reply"

1 week ago

MODERNA / PFIZER are just as bad with their heart inflammation issues...a difference without a distinction.
Autopsy data supports this.. 

San Pedro

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

My 2 year older brother got the shot and developed blood clots in his legs, will be on blood thinners,
forever? I didn't get the shot, and won't. Both of us very healthy 60 year olds with no previous health issues.

renovate7

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

Here is another reason to stay clean.

A new CDC study (inadvertently?) finds 28 times more fully vaccinated patients (5,213) were
hospitalized with COVID from June to September than the unvaccinated with prior infection (189) in
nine U.S. states.

The CDC was apparently hoping this study would demonstrate the superiority of vaccination relative to
natural immunity from a prior infection so they could compel more Americans to get vaccinated. It may have
backfired.

https://notrickszone.com/2021/11/01/cdc-reports-28x-more-fully-vaxxed-than-unvaxxed-were-
hospitalized-with-covid-june-sept/

19331510

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

Anyone else sick of hearing about needles, vaccines, scientists, experts, health professionals, research, side
effects, lock downs....24/7 for the last 18 months?

One Moment Please

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Well I don't have a TeeVee nor do I read the MSM so really the only time I hear about it is on ZH or
when some beaming tard gleefully tells me they have been injected which normally finishes with me
saying "Commiserations" to them and walking off

Agent Smith

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

All of these 'studies' and 'news' reports are all paid for propaganda by Pfizer.

Meet The Press with Chuck Rod brought to you by Pfizer.

Anderson Cooper 360 No Lube brought to you by Pfizer.

Erin Burnett Legs Wide Open brought to you by Pfizer.

Don Lemon Tonight Black On White brought to you by Pfizer.

Face The Nation with Margaret Brennan I Am Not A J brought to you by Pfizer.  In the battle of the vaccines
and that big pot of gold apparently Pfizer is squeaky clean.

 

One Moment Please

#

#

8 1 Reply"

1 week ago

To borrow a phrase

1st they came for the ProTrumpers who publicly protested, I did not speak up because I am not a
ProTrumper!

Then they came for the ProTrumpers who protest online, I am not one of them, so I did not speak out!

Then they came for those who reject Globalism, war and mass migration, I again did not speak up
because I believe our leaders know best.

When they came for all who spoke negatively about establishment policy, I looked up in panic
because there was no one left to speak up for me! 

 

perikleous

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

First they had a phony war, and I did not speak out—because it didn’t affect me.

Then the banksters stole trillions, and I did not speak out— because I was golfing.

Then they illegally spied on my fellow citizens, and I did not speak out—because I didn’t do anything
wrong.

Then they came for me with a vaccine, now that’s a big deal.

Guess what? It’s too late.

Hammeringtruth

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

Knew a guy who got the J&J shot. A week later his entire arm was in excruciating pain; no radial pulse.
Massive blood clot in his arm. Trip to the ER. 

Firing Pin

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

We see once again that the jab causes a rare, but very common side effect.
Dadburnitpa

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

so rare, everyone who takes the shot gets it.
liberty2day

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

It's rare everyone gets it.
TheAntiGov

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

9 out of 10 women now own more cats than before feminism; but that's just a coincidence.

Cult of the Sun

Could it be a coincidence? Perhaps... but it certainly justifies closer examination.

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

and dogs too Im sure. They like to put peanut butter down there
Boobie Hill

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

And socks on the paws.
Anderson Coopers Gerbil

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Global financiers hate children, women, traditional father, mother, families. Depopulation goals set by
UN long ago. When birth control available you fund 60s sexual revolution, then legalized abortion.
Then you keep wages at 1970s level so you cannot afford to have children. Promote vaccines,
pharmaceuticals, food, pollution  to increase infertility. Women built to love, nurture so substitute pets
for children. I know. 

InfiniteIntellRules

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

They cut off all internet dating with potential breeders in the last few years also. Pretty -much a hard
cut off

Boobie Hill

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

I noticed the built to love women giving out the clot shots at the clinic. 

🤔

Apparently, that sugar & spice thing has a glitch.

Cult of the Sun

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Yes I would say that’s correct the  9 have pussies and  1 has a diggery doo.
Butinben

#

#

8 1 Reply"

1 week ago

The experiment will continue until they run out of guinea pigs 
bikepath999

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

Above all they need to eliminate the control group, or else stories comparing disease rates between
jabbed and pureblood populations will multiply. 

TBT or not TBT

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Which is why the Unjected must hold fast....Heck I even try to explain it to the poor sods that
placed their trust in the medical indistrial complex. "Given that well over 50 studies confirm that
naturally occurring immunity is more robust, broad reaching, and enduring you should be happy that
I remain unjected should complications from the medical treatment arise....."

Chevrus

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

why would you call it "rare" That is a qualitative expression somewhat designed to ameliorate the
seriousness of the situation. This is how the headline should be!

Americans Who Received J&J Jab More Likely To Develop Blood Clots, New Study Finds

AA1

#

#

1 week ago

It was a rarified clot, we can assure you. Seriously, 3.5 time the average does not seem all that rare in
simple math... Plus we all know they round waaaaay down so as not to get defunded and cause a

Chevrus



1 Reply"

simple math... Plus we all know they round waaaaay down so as not to get defunded and cause a
panic.

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

These so-called, but not really, "vaccines" have thousands of times more adverse effects reported in VAERs
in just 10 months than all other vaccines combined over several decades.  Think about that.  Many other
drugs were pulled for much less adverse effects and deaths.  An international crimes against humanity court
is needed to serve justice.

Omega Point

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

The bigger (and scarier) story is that the "watchdog" press refuses to investigate and report on these
causal relationships. When you have nearly 100-percent groupthink in newsrooms - with everyone
committed to the authorized agenda (and covering up stories that would challenge the narrative) - this
is what you get.

 

Give Me Some Truth

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

Do you wake up in the morning?

Do you go to sleep in the evenings? 

Are you tired at the end of the day?

Do your hands/feet hurt after working?

Do you ever sneeze?

Have runny eyes?

Dry cough?

Have issues reading up close (over 40s)?

Do you have regular bowel movements?

Do you have irregular Bowel movements?

Do you ever have headaches?

Are you tired of being socially distanced?

Are you tired of wearing masks?

Are you having issues paying bills without an income?

These are all possible symptoms of the illness Covid-19 

You will need to be vaccinated to enable the relief of some/all/none of these symptoms.

Our vaccine is safe/effective for all Covid-19 strains

Just ask your doctor for the jab today!!!

 

Side effects include:

Symptoms may be mild to severe,  rash,allergic reaction, pain in all areas, violent puking, gastro pain, all
symptoms of COVID 19, moderate changes to your DNA, and possibly death!!

perikleous

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

Dr. Ryan Cole discusses early treatments and how our Natural Immune system is being destroyed by these
covid-19 experimental vaccines.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/74xdGrYS75e5/

Globalist Overlord

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

Side effects are "rare" when you just don't bother to count them or attribute them to anything but the vaxx.

Dr Steve Kirsch on Vaccine Deaths and Early Treatment

https://www.bitchute.com/video/yBVJyJXuZBu8/

Globalist Overlord

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

At 4:15 pm today, we’ll get a new batch of lab rats to test on. Stay frosty…

 msnbc reports, the little dose jabs are already being delivered in anticipation of a “ positive” vote, and many
parents are drooling in anticipation of getting little Johnny stabbed. 

NoPension

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

Well for the 3rd time a soccer player in Europe collapsed during a game & nearly died on the field in full
cardiac arrest. Had to be revived on the field.

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/11/another-professional-soccer-player-collapses-field-emil-
palsson-suffers-field-cardiac-arrest-resuscitated-field/

GregT

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

It happens in Canada a lot too. One team lost two players. It may even have been same game.

Ms No

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

Its no longer Rare you F'en morons ITS COMMON now...
Bill of Rights

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

This is genocide, slow poisoning going on decades taken to a higher level with "experimental" vaccines.
Long term, decades of testing NOT done. Ingredients disclosure NOT done. Informed consent NOT done.
Legal protection, insurance if injured or death for you, family NOT done. Billions in prior criminal fines from
vaccine producers, no liability,  Big pharma companies rebranded after Nazi war crimes documented, fact.
What is it about EXPERIMENTAL UNDISCLOSED INGREDIENTS that the general public doesn't
understand? 

InfiniteIntellRules

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Agreed. But I bet they researched this stuff long and hard.

Having read that, I do recall ... that's what she said.

JiffyJeff

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Wait till the boosters start...

 

Edit... 

 

The TGA website in Australia has 650 deaths from January 21 - Sept 21 where the adverse reaction to the
covid jab resulted in death, checked it today. In August it was 450 (If I remember correctly). Since the
number of people who have taken the jab has gone up exponentially since Sept I expect the death rate to
rise accordinly.

Even more so once more people start getting their booster to "keep their freedoms".

 

Crickets - The Australian media.

.o0o.

#

#

7 1 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

I suspect many of us are outraged by this ongoing crime against humanity, frustrated by our inability to stop
it. It’s as though the governments of the world have gone rogue, in lockstep with the WEF. There is
something we can and must do—take care of ourselves and each other, and continue to resist. We have no
idea what’s coming this winter but we can prepare. Do all you can to keep healthy with a good diet.
Comsider supplements when the virus is in region. 

Vitamin D3 Vitamin C Quercetin Zinc recommendations 
Vitamin D3 1,000–3,000 IU/day
Vitamin C 500–1,000 mg 2 x daily
Quercetin 250 mg/day
Zinc 30–40 mg/day (elemental zinc)

If elderly (like me), or with poor health, comsider preventative Ivermectin or Hydroxychloroquine (for
amounts and sources, Google “FLCCC I-MASK” 

THE almost important is Vitamin D3 during winter months.

 

Pureblood NOVAX

#

#

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Nobody is really afraid of covid though, just the vaccine. None of that will help with the vax.

Ms No

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

The Brits will give you 2 years in prison for this kind of talk.
DanDaley

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Even the Brits have a boiling point..."I see nooses...trees...feet twitching..."
G. Wally

#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

They're going to have to build more prisons...Oh, they already are... More street sh!t+er$ to work as
guards too.

wom5007

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

A workmate received the J&J injection.  He’s well read but have always questioned his conclusions (one of
those types that claim objectivity but their views always lean liberal).  He flat out said that Dr’s prescribing
therapeutics like ivermectin are the ones screwing things up in a cuss laced explanation.  Will not be
surprised in the coming months to hear of complications for him, he’s just entered his 60’s.  It’s too bad,
actually like working with him otherwise.

VideoEng_NC

#

#

14 Reply"

1 week ago

You need to be prepared for this cognitive dissonance at a massive level and learn to have patience.
These people are clinging on to their beliefs because the alternative would be too disturbing. This is
why psyops like this work so well. Eventually their false reality bubble will pop and it won't be pretty.

hugin-o-munin

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Oh yes, completely agree.  Figure the hard reality coming to fruition for them in bulk will coincide
with market fragility.  Have been hedging accordingly

VideoEng_NC

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Precisely this. It's PITA but we have to put up with it, because they are friends and family AND have
been misled. There will come a time when it will be ok to you "You've been HAD". 

Chevrus

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Ask him about Saddam's WMDs.  Then duck

 

Jim in MN

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Ask him what he would think and do if it was true that Ivermectin works as billed by the Ivermectin
proponents?  Innoculation with a dose of cogdis.  I used it and it worked fine for me.

Ckierst1

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

Soon to appear in Black's Law Dictionary:
Rare:
  Certain with each live shot, but often as diffuse micro-clots that will take up to 3 years to kill the mentally
challenged lab rat who took it.

PrivetHedge

rare

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

The FDA and CDC, and rhe media have lost all credibility, and the entire medical profession is not far
behind. There will be a reckoning. This is mass murder, at this point. 

Pureblood NOVAX

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

The personal accounts of 39 Israeli victims of the shots.

If this hit the mainstream it would torpedo the mandates.

The testimonies project the movie - YouTube

Onthebeach6

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Come on, man, do you really think our lying dog-faced pony-soldier president will do a damn thing
about the fact that Pfizer is producing a flawed, dangerous product?

Biden and the CEO of Pfizer are probably both Pedos.

HonorSeeker

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

In the case of Biden you can probably drop the "probably". 
TBT or not TBT

#

#

7 1 Reply"

1 week ago

It’s safe and effective for those dodging the Russian roulette bullet. Pull the trigger baby
bikepath999

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

More people dying or being injured by the vaccine is a sign that the vaccines are working because they are
not dying or being disabled by covid.

Victory!

Let's go Brandon!

Thor1974

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

The blame clearly goes to the

Un-Vaccinated

             They Say 

Wodan 1785 USA

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Exactly. As Biden's Covid-positive double-mask-wearing, double-vaccinated press secretary
confidently said: Her case shows the vaccines work because she didn't die or have to be hospitalized.

Of course, 99.9 percent of unvaccinated COVID "cases" also never develop even moderate
symptoms.

Give Me Some Truth

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

"46 reports of CVST confirmed in the VAERS program"

So, what's that, about 46,000 actual cases? Not one person, of whom I know more than a few, who've died
or suffered bad (short term only) side effects from the jab, has been reported to VAERS.

TQRock

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

I have had the same experience. None of the bad reactions (including 3 deaths) have been reported to
VAERS.

TheMysteriousOne

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

you know 3 people who croaked from Rona?

how old were they?

how fat/obese were they?

Kodiak Bronson

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

He's saying they died from the jab, not the disease (though they are kind of synonymous). I only
know one person personally who died after being given the "vaccine." She was in hospital and
had MS.

TQRock

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

 

I was (am) known as a 'Conspiracy Theorist' wearing a Foil Hat about the getting the Jab.

The thing is, I can take off the Foil Hat but you can't get rid of the mNRA injection.

 

There are no knowns, we only know what we know that is known.

 

 

The Odessa File

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

So which clot shot will give you more blood clots?

We live in a democracy so pick your poison.

Dawnrest

#

#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

None for me.

wootendw

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

this is humanity.

 

everyone is back slapping, having a good time, yeah best of friends.

 

rug is pulled out from under them, and everyone is clawing at each other, like ants in a shaken cup. 
suddenly nobody can think logically or even know who it is that shook the cup, much less lodge an
organized effort against any of it.

 

it is just taken as GOSPEL that the cup shaker did it, and that is fine and dandy, and now everyone else can
suffer in unison.  And that is the extent of the actions.

 

don't demand ivermectin be made OTC, don't try to challenge the dominant meme, just sit and stew and
await your next injection of toxins.  humanity's mind does not exist.  zombies.

liberty2day

#

#

6 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Sunlight won't kill virus. Remember that? That was funny. Everybody is filling up with gas with plastic gloves
on.

Ms No

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Why would you buy any product where the manufacturer has zero liability if something goes wrong? Let
alone inject such a product into your body?

Snout the First

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

most westerners loathe themselves so much, beg for death, that it is a relief to them that somebody
pretends to care.  they are in a dream state, drugged out, on teevee, the toxic foods, the drugs, the
likker, the brainwashing, 

liberty2day

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

It's more than "rare" since VAERS under reports problems by a factor of 20x to 40X.
Vantage

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Where’s all the fine print in these pro vaxxx commercials like they have for other meds?
bikepath999

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Good point! 
Dweebnitz

#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Another clue for people you can catch a clue. That sh*t just disappeared. No liability and no problems.

Ms No

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Don't know which is worse the Mexican drug cartel or the Covid Cartel killings.
Johnny Walker

#

#

9 Reply"

1 week ago

Covid cartel. It's in every country on the planet, every world leader promoting. 
InfiniteIntellRules

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Yeah far worse. At least with a Mexican cartel you can just stay out of the way....
Chevrus

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Have they now changed the meaning of rare to often? 
1CSR2SQN

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

"After a short illness" is the current euphemism.
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

When do they start the D-dimer tests on people's blood to quantify the degree/amount of red corpuscle
damage classified by vax type/brand versus placebo composed of unvaxxed?  That should be fun.

Ckierst1

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Better hurry and get started.
Chevrus

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Normally when any product of any kind is known to have safety issues, it gets recalled. For instance, car
manufacturers have had to recall their products due to problems with the steering wheels, airbags, etc.
Back in 1976 they had to halt swine flu vaccines because 25 people died after taking them.

Covid jabs have already caused thousands of deaths and hundreds of thousands of unwanted "side-
effects" including migraines, blood clots, paralysis, etc. yet big pharma refuses to take responsibility
because they were granted blanket legal immunity.

Fluff The Cat

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Millions
JiffyJeff

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

And that's just what has been report, which is 1-10% of what occurs.

The excess mortality rates in certain ages for certain conditions are going to give the lie to this whole rare
event business. Comparing to Covid deaths is kind of a moot point, since the rules do not establish that
Covid is the cause of any hospitalizations or deaths, just that they had a positive test that month.

Itinerant

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

I'm not letting anyone jab me with ANY of these supposed (non-vaccine) palliative treatments under any
circumstances. Well, unless they offer me a free bowl of soup. A man has his price.

Judge Smales

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Smart. Why bypass your immune system for anything meant to 'teach' your immune system
something? To me the whole premise with vaccinations don't make sense. I think all of them are
fraudulent and a scam only making people sicker.

hugin-o-munin

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

In this case with the "exploratory" treatements it is looking increasingly like the patient/victims are
having their immune systems weakened and are thus succeptible to all manner of disease.

Chevrus

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Hold out for the new and improved formula for a limited time only but act now 
bikepath999

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

And also: a NEW kidney!!!
Chevrus

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Does anybody else find it ironic that at least three companies all independently developed vaccines within
months of each other...

Even though we have spent years attempting to develop a similar vaccine without a safe method of doing
so.

And even though all three were working independently (and even one supposedly without mRNA), all three
are experiencing similar deadly side effects and all three are considered interchangeable by the US
government.

SomeAreMoreEqual

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

For years mRNA vaccines were failures.  Then,  suddenly, with the advent of C19  they did work.
Maybe that helps. 

consider me gone

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

At least a bunch of people are waking up to the fact that there is probably a conspiracy to
depopulate the world and they are targets of that depopulation effort. There is no logical, scientific
reason for these unanswered questions.

SomeAreMoreEqual

#

#

1 week ago (Edited)

Don't wear masks, they don't work...

We just need 2 weeks to flatten the curve...

We just need everyone to social distance, wear masks and stay home until we have a vaccine...

We need 50%...no, 60% ... no 70% .... no +90% vaccination rates to stop covid....

It'll take years to get a vaccine that will end this....

desertdog



4 Reply"

It'll take years to get a vaccine that will end this....

We have a vaccine in less than a year, but it's the Trump vaccine so don't take it ...

Biden vaccines are +90% effective at stopping you from getting covid....

The unvaxxed are spreading covid....

Don't wear a mask if you are vaxxed...

Wear a mask if you are vaxxed...

Vaccines don't stop covid, but will stop you from going to the hospital....

Go ahead and mix & match vaccines, even though we have no testing on that...

Just one more booster....

 
#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Good (partial) summary of the infallible pronouncements of authorities, experts and "the science."
Give Me Some Truth

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

I strongly suspect there has ALREADY been several athletes whose seasons are over due to "chest"
ailments very possibly related to vaccine-caused myocarditis.

Here's another case of a Eurpean soccer athlete who is now out for the season with symptoms that seem to
be a perfect match for a myocarditis victim. Note that the story doesn't even mention this possibility.

https://www.espn.com/soccer/barcelona-espbarcelona/story/4510031/barcelonas-sergio-aguero-taken-to-
hospital-after-experiencing-chest-pain

I've previously posted links about the University of Minnesota running back who spent six nights in the
hospital for (still) "undisclosed" medical reasons. 

Blood clots, yes .... but also probably myocarditis where the risk is dramatically elevated among vaccinated
young males. I suspect the press is complicit in covering up these events by refusing to investigate and
report what really caused these athletes medical emergencies.

If the press DID investigate these cases, the entire mandatory vaccine agenda would probably be
harpooned, especially as this effort involves young males who have virtually zero risk of dying of COVID.

 

Give Me Some Truth

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

So far my prediction of football players, college or pro, dropping dead on the field hasn’t happened 
BinAnunnaki

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

No, but there have been several scary events and close calls. I still think your prediction will come to
pass. That's probably what it will take to get attention to this topic. 

Give Me Some Truth

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Wait until booster-mania kicks in.  Then your prediction will seem much more prescient...
Gloobus Floobus

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

The pushers lost the battle in the fact it does not prevent transmission, they lost the battle regarding 90%
effective. 

Now all they have remaining is that it minimizes hospitalization, but really before we had a "vaxx" when this
virus was an unknown, we had a 99.5 survival rate, 60-65% asymptomatic rate (false positive) 25-30%
common cold symptoms, and 5-10% required medical intervention, mostly zpak/oxygen and a small
percentage were ventilated and a smaller portion died (mostly ill,old,immune compromised people) 

The statement IT LIMITS COVIDS ABILITY TO MAKE YOU REAL ILL is delusional, there is simply zero
evidence of this statement! All we hear over and over is I would have died when I got Covid, but I am
vaxxed... As if it has a high mortality rate, it never did!!! The highest risk people ALREADY DIED! The vaxx
was introduced after this happened, so in reality the ones who were not vaxxed that are still alive, will be
fine because they have been exposed to this already, their body's will recognise the virus and isolate it...
The only exception is the truly unhealthy people who have been hiding for 18 months!

 

perikleous

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Oh... you still think this injection is about saving you from COVID?
Agent Smith

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

--- VAERS data released Friday by the CDC included a total of 837,595 reports of adverse events from all
age groups following COVID vaccines, including 17,619 deaths and 127,457 serious injuries between
Dec. 14, 2020, and Oct. 22, 2021.

boyplunger7777

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

VAERS is just an early warning system.  

The question that needs to be asked is why isn't anyone investigating?

CDC?  Elected reps state or federal?  The press?  Anyone?  

 

withextrafoam

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

anyone else notice the vaers death data hasn't hardly changed in 6 months?  still right around 16k? 
what's that smell?

motive unclear

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

It's the smell of Doctors being leant heavily upon by the Pharma Mafiosa
Agent Smith

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

If there were 39 cases in 14 years....3 per year and now there were 38 cases in one year...wouldn't that be
approximately a ten bagger, not 3.5X?

de tocqueville's ghost

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Believe in the science, which includes the math they use!
Hussflier

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

they just keep punching the numbers into the computer until they get the number they got paid to
find

de tocqueville's ghost

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

The 38 cases were from the  "end of February 2021 to May 7", or approx. two months, while the 39
cases were for 14 years.  So this is approx. 84 times the number of people suffering brain clots when
taking the J&J vaccine. (Two months X six = one year, so 6 X 14 years)

Enraged

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

thanx, I never read that part. 
de tocqueville's ghost

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

and......how many got clots from Moderna and Pfizer ? The numbers must be huge when added
altogether 

de tocqueville's ghost

#

#

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

I've long fantasized about placing devices on millennials that would provide an electric shock every time
they say "like" and "ya know" (and make it fatal if they say "it's like ya know").
I'd now like to do the same to these medical "journalists", but provide the shock when they say "rare".

DonGenaro

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

I'm thinking implanted in the urethra would make things change at breakneck speed.
Useyourmind

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Can we please add "p*nd*m*C?
motive unclear

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

"so rare"

 

yeah right 

totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

“Rarely acknowledged” would be accurate. 
AimeeZH

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

#mudblood problems
Globalist Overlord

#

#

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

The useful idiots took themselves out with the jabs.  Now the siege warfare is going to be the battle for the
sane people to unite and win.  Prepare for actual war while the culling phase is still playing out.

wom5007

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

"rare" actually translates to "widespread" in the bullshit-to-english translator.
Globalist Overlord

#

#

3 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

It's another perfect inversion. When the path makes an accusation then you know they have done
what they accuse you of. Every time....they commit crimes and then immediately accuse others. It's a
weird thing all psychos do. It works. People fonon defensive and they beat you to it.

Ms No

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

https://www.rawstory.com/media-library/image.jpg?id=27868142&amp;width=800&amp;height=429
Norseman_Aura

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

No it's NOT Rare.

When ever somebody goes to a Hospital for Clot Shots, they always say, Mmmm that's Rare, I've never
seen that before. Just like when Microsoft's Outlook crash's, you always say, WOW never seen that before.

Because if you said, ah that always happens, nothing to worry about, it's a like a Deer in the Headlights.

But if you tell them it's rare, that's Okay.

Dr Phuckit

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

CLOTPOCALYPSE - The strokening

Coming soon to a loved one near you. 

 

givenoquarter

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

I hears Billy Squier will be doing the soundtrack.
Chevrus

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Now everybody
Have you heard
If you're in the game
Then the stroke's the word

Don't take no rhythm
Don't take no style
Got a thirst for killing
Grab your vile

Alfred_E_Newman

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Bwaaahaha Nice one!!
Chevrus

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Poopie pants Jo-Jo is TRIPLE vaccinated and still wears a mask. It's almost as if the "vaccines" aren't
actually vaccines. 

endofdays

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Will he or won’t he complete his presidency, that is the question.
Butinben

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

His "Presidency ".
secretargentman

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Nonsense--he won't get the "real" vax until his handlers want him to.  Then they will make sure it's put
directly into an artery, and then it's bye-bye Joe.

NoNoName

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

He got hollywood jabs.  Not really injections but real looking injections --  retractable  needle.
Shifter_X

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

If anyone hasn’t seen Maria Carey get her shot, look that one up worst acting and props I have ever
seen!

Hussflier

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Yeah they put the needle in bag-deep!
Chevrus

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

At this point, they're not really "rare"
BirdDoctor

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

They don't call them clot shots for nothing.
Gentleman Bastard

#

#

16 Reply"

1 week ago

My religious exemption:

God said not to gamble therefore I cannot play the clottery.

pods

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

LOL
totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Also, CLOT slang means: Clot is British slang for a fool, a stupid person.
Butinben

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

The VAERS system exists to allow big pharmaceutical companies to say their ineffective vaccines only
rarely kill and hurt their patients.  Scam run for the corporations.  

Weirdly

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

It COULD be a great resource. But doctors can purposely not file an event. As a backup anyone can
file a report.

Then the government filters those out as "unsubstantiated", and now events are "rare".

Edit: I think I am incorrect about lay people being able to file a VAERS report.

pods

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

You can call the vaccine manufacturer directly and tell them about the "adverse event".  By law,
they must write it down and submit it.  And they will, because if they fail to do so they can  become
liable to the consumer under US law. Something the Pharma companies want to avoid at all cost. 
Which is why NONE of them are selling an approved vaccine in the US, and they never will.  THey
only want to sell EUA vaccines.

NoNoName

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

I know about pharmacovigilance but I thought vaccines did not fall under this? Thats why VAERS
was created and liability was socialized instead of through a manufacturer USPv system?

 

pods

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

All drug adverse events are required by Federal law to be tracked by everyone in the
drug supply chain (manufacturers, distributors, retailers, etc.).  Has nothing to due with
VAERS, but VAERS includes "vaccines" regardless (all drugs)--they are separate
laws/regulations.  Compliance training is given to ALL Pharma employees on this every year,
including the janitors.

NoNoName

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

What a Worthless Whore

Katy Perry dressed up as a vaccine for Halloween and titled it “stand with Fauci”

https://twitter.com/libsoftiktok/status/1455012976134541312

Boobie Hill

#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

She will regret that shortly. It will be remembered forever. People should throw stuffed dogs with blood
all over them at her. 

I saw a quick clip of her in interview once. She was talking about how her parents were crazy
Christians and they couldn't even have a dirt devil vacuum. If that's even true, or if she was just
knowingly trying out for (((Hollywood))) Bolshevik...

This incredible injustice and suffering must have led her to be a Hollywood genocide supporter. I hope
she took 3.

Ms No

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Devil worshipers are just another form of worthless religion. They are all evil and essentially all play
for the same controller team

Boobie Hill

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Her and Gaga cut from the same I industrial cloth. They must have wanted her embarrassed.

 

JiffyJeff

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

and loser Colbert
Boobie Hill

#

#

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

We need to see huge rebellion so that they go defensive and drop ADE strain. That could happen this winter
if all the cops, fire, garbage and shortage hit hard enough. Once the pitchforks rise lookout for their
response. 

I've been working around a chick that is double vaxxed and was getting all flushed and dizzy yesterday.
Who knows what is going down with that. Something weird that lasts a month has been going around but
they don't diagnose it as covid. If it is a corona she might be in a world of hurt.

She also says she is taking booster in a month. You know, to save the children and see her grandma and
stuff. I said "What, your grandma ain't happy with the two experimental gene therapies you already took?"
They are all full of crap and their motives all angelic of course. What it really is is rolling over, cowardice and
stupidity.

Ms No

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Feeble-minded cowardice is at an alltime high.

 

Chevrus

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

If I were a lawyer I’d be really pissed I can’t sue big pharma over this poison 
bikepath999

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Howza about the non-Pharma CEOs pushing it on their employees?

I told our CEO that endlessly sends "encouraging emails" to get vaxxed to basically get stuffed.

G. Wally

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Hmmmm, if I were the British authorities, it would be a two year jail sentence for all who repeat this "false
information".   Under no circumstances will TPTB ever admit they ARE wrong.

Shirley Yugest

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Just like FJB is the most popular president ever this vaxxx is the most popular poison ever 
bikepath999

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Says Pfizer.. 
AUS-AUD

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Tyler must made some mistake here, our compemntent authorities in charge assure us the jab was safe 
cyberraul

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

I've got a 10th floor gorgeous condo right on the beach in Miami I'll sell you for $10,000. Cash only.
Hurry, this offer ends soon.

Cognitive Dissonance

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

This is the craziest "science" anyone has ever seen: Mandate the vaccine, then figure out how effective and
safe it is, with the former exponentially prioritized over the latter, and the latter dismissed and ignored as
much as possible.

Musum

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

And yet we never hear any concerns about the most deadly of all: Pfizer.

Weird that.

Agent Smith

#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago (Edited)

Not every jab recipient gets full blown CVST but how many have a 'mild' case of blood clots or other
maladies, yet think they are fine?

wootendw

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

my neighbor got the jab in June. Now he has terrible back pain and cannot piss unless he lays down
for a hour. I've been expecting bad news all weekend. He says the doctors don't know what is wrong
but I'd say his kidneys are blocked and maybe shutting down...I'd never say it's the jab to him, but it's
probably the jab.  This will never be reported to VAERS because his wife and him are firm believers in
the vaXXX. 

de tocqueville's ghost

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

I bet they are both triple jabbers?
Kodiak Bronson

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

I never ask anyone..he told me in June they were vaxxed and quite happy. Maybe they got the
saline in June and now got the third real jab? I don't know.

de tocqueville's ghost

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

people have a tendency to not admit to themselves that they fooked up. They'll die thinking it
was just their time rather than admit it was the vaXXX

de tocqueville's ghost

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Mark Twain quote: It's easier to fool the people than convince people they've been fooled.
Give Me Some Truth

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

The FDA and CDC will say the benefits outweigh the risks regardless of the data.
Xena fobe

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Yet they exempt their employees and themselves from being required to take it.

I. Need. No. Further. Information.

Pedro-the-cat2

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Stop the mandates.

LETS GO RANDOM

Haroldthehat

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

When "rare" becomes commonplace.
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

What is legitimately rare is an actual covid death.
endofdays

#

#

1 week ago

I need to correct their statement;

SamuelMaverick

What they found was disturbing: a person who received the vaccine was 3.5x as
likely to develop brain blood clots as an average person before the pandemic.



4 Reply"

I need to correct their statement;

                    "What they found was disturbing: a person who received the vaccine was 3.5x as likely to
develop clinically symptomatic brain blood clots as an average person before the pandemic. A person
receiving this vaccine was 100 % likely to develop widespread bloodclots throughout their entire circulatory
system."

The entire medical system is performing malpractice with intent to harm. 

Maverick

 

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Typically autopsies are NOT performed on known vaccine recipients. There is no appetite for knowing what
killed the injected.

Dweebnitz
#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

CDC Protocol: You can't find something if you don't look for it.
Globalist Overlord

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

I guess we're still in the clinical trial phase
coletrickle45

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Humans are the animal trials.
Globalist Overlord

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

We've been in the clinical trial phase since vaxxx EUA day 1.

With respect to adults, the boosters signify the end of the clinical trial phase, and the beginning of the
final solution phase. 

Gloobus Floobus

#

#
4 Reply"

1 week ago

I just cut straight to the comments section. We don't expect any truth to arise from the FDA or CDC or MIC
(medical industrial complex) And especially from the Lets Go Brandom Regime ...In a dictatorship humour is
our only sanity.  

Why did the Turkey cross the road . It was the chickens day off . 

DelusionsCrowded

#

#

4 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

I read on covid legal blog that one symptom from vax is erupted old injuries and scars. I thought that was
odd 

After catching covid I was exposed to spike protein shedder recently and did get super weird inflammation
and muscle knots that led to sciatica and a head cold. The head cold was almost similar to sinus infection,
which are often caused by sinus swelling and inflammation.

I had sciatica when I was in my early 20s for a few months, not from muscles knotting up though. It was just
injured somehow 

 It was super weird and I got up in the middle of the night rolling on a tennis ball to try and release the
muscles that were balling up and pinching off my nerve 

So that's apparently some of what can happen if you are in close quarters with spike protein shedder.
Maybe it happened because I had Covid right away in 2019, or maybe it would have happened anyway.

 

Ms No

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

LOL - i mentioned to a vaxxed friend the other day that he was a "spike protein shedder" and he lost
his $hit. We haven't spoken since, many of the vaxxed have extreme buyers remorse at this point. 

endofdays

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

Wait till he finds out that essentially he has AIDS now. As each jab degrades your immune system
incrementally

Boobie Hill

#

#

3 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

He has diabetes anyway. That's why they target "the vulnerable" so much with vaccines all along.
Their deaths are never questioned.

Ms No

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Yup...It's also incredible how many boomers willingly rolled up their sleeves. Too much Faux
News I guess

Boobie Hill

#

#

3

1 week ago

Conservatives (whatever that means) are just as ignorant in many respects when it comes
to the covid bs.

endofdays

#

#

1

1 week ago

Very misplaced faith and trust 
Chevrus

#

#

7 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Oh, a whole lot of vaxxed people hate me now. I've been actually quite generous and don't say
much to them. What I really want to do is tell them "Shut up with 'I did this for grandma' virtue
signalling crap, you screwed us all and rolled over. You are a government worshipping dupe, an
enemy. You help do the whole in and probably yourself too."

Ms No

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Same same: But yeah I have to come across as slightly apologetic when I want to tell them they
are feeble minded cowards and they are going to be dead inside of two years.....geeeeesh the
things we do for people!

Chevrus

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

FJB says a clot is no reason to not get your booster! Thanks Joey 
bikepath999

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Well , they warned of a dark winter, if you make it that far , of course.

A sad outcome is feared for many of the jabbed.

Don't trust that people with interests not yours care about your heath.

 

karzai_luver

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

No one in the world knows more of what's happening than pharma investigative reporter Jon Rappaport of
nomorefakenews.com. He wrote "AIDS Inc. the Scandal of the Century" in 1988 (Fauci) 33 years ago! 
Recommend everyone read his work. 

https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/11/01/welcome-to-the-church-of-fear-and-blindness/

InfiniteIntellRules

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

It's not a side effect it's a benefit. At least for the psychopathic hierarchy elite that also pumped everybody
full of Aborted Fetal Cells (Only be sure that thou eat not the blood: for the blood is the life;
and thou shalt not eat the life with the flesh. - Deuteronomy 12:23) and HELA Cells ensuring each of you
imbeciles being experimentally injected goes to Hell.

End Times Prophecies

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

They will create their own hell here. 

Ms No

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Right. They are half way there.
InfiniteIntellRules

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

VAERS Reveals DEATH BY LOT NUMBER: Specific States Get Certain Vials

https://www.redvoicemedia.com/video/2021/11/vaers-reveals-death-by-lot-number-specific-states-get-
certain-vials/

Wouldn't it be telling if the red states got the bad batches!

pmc

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Or in the Black part of town. One of the Black funeral homes in my county looks to be having a banner
year, seems like there's a visitation every time I drive past. 

All The Good IDs Are Taken

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

I posted a while back that Vax Lot numbers were a way for the authorities to figure out the dose
amounts and effectiveness of their killer product!

 

berlinjames02

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

"They then used the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting
System (VAERS) to find diagnoses of blood clots in people who received the J&J vaccine"

Aaaaaaaaaahhhhhahahahahah!!!!

So, instead of 3.5x, it is more like 350x.

Don't Scientist have the reputation of being smart? Who would thought it is the contrary. "You are as dumb
as a scientist".

Multi

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Now they have to go back and calculate the missing reports factor for wing shot real world fudge
factor, all of which will not be reported.  Shirley (why does she have to do it all the time?) they could go
back and check the records for how many blood clots were treated in Ohlmsted County area medical
facilities for a worst case scenario and cull as necessary for probable classes of errors.

Ckierst1

#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Fisher probably kills more.

Ms No

#

#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

They have their own real numbers. They have everybody's electronic medical records.

Ms No

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

But, but VAERS is very underreported!
Ckierst1

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Exactly.
Multi

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

True Story: When I forwarded the VAERS piece to my wife, she shot back with an NPR program saying
its all just exhaggerated. Of course we know that the opposite is true.

Chevrus

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Remember in the very recent past how it was well known people raised on farms had better immune
systems due to being in contact with more bugs? That seems to have been memory holed 

bikepath999

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

George Carlin...."Germs".
Jamesf1010

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Everything is rare until it whacks you. They have not even released increased ovarian cancer in women; rare,
obviously.

14thecountry

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

https://brandnewtube.com/v/hMQIMq 
Jamesf1010

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

All the vaxxes use the spike protein as the active ingredient. The spike protein itself is the problem. For
young men especially, the spike likes heart muscle. For others, various veins. TPTB know this  about the
spike which is why they must vax everyone to destroy any control group. 

Hughing

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

I think they have an entire menu of 'stuff' that they are experimenting with. There have been reports of
parasites, graphene oxide, morgellons like 'creatures' etc. Who knows.

hugin-o-munin

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

The FDA is on their regularly scheduled four month holiday recess 
bikepath999

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Real Americans don’t trust government drugs in the first place 
bikepath999

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Dimtards, get your Boosters to be safe.  HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
CarlitosWay123

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Christmas is coming, so how long before President Pampers resurrects Obamacare's famous Pajama
Boy ad? "Wear a flannel onesie, drink hot cocoa, get your booster!"

Judge Smales

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

It appears the saline placebo given to the higher ups is safe 
bikepath999

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Rare as in how you are being cooked from the inside out 
bikepath999

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 week ago

These numbers will soon go away as democrat CRT math is used in the calculations 
bikepath999

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Math 'tards be talking like f@gs whose shlt is all fvcked up, cause, like hehuuh.
TBT or not TBT

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Hippocratic oath just got fact checked.
pro·le·tar·i·at

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Misery loves company is one of the many reasons the push for full vaxxx court press 
bikepath999

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Jew Juice? 
bikepath999

#

#

2 7 Reply"

1 week ago

azzhole
Physics Returns

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Is that where you took the vaxxx? Beotch 
bikepath999

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Yes i believe the return to physics was enacted with the vaxx-suppository!
Chevrus

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

I'd like to know the age group of the people developing the clots. If they're not generally old people, then
the clot rate could be the same as the death rate from covid.  But, nothing to see here, right?

whiskerino

#

#

9 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

The excellent comprehensive data from the UK (which they are now trying to bury) clearly shows
against total mortality from all causes (The only data that cannot be manipulated) that most of the
"Covid" deaths occur between the first injection and 14 days after the second injection, which is why
they define "vaccinated" as after the second injection + 14 days - it "hides" all the vaccine deaths as
"Covid" deaths.

The US doesn't even collect the data for mortality by unvaccinated, "partially vaccinated" and "fully
vaccinated". But I'm sure they just forgot to do that, nothing to see there either.

This is truly the "elephant in the room" which they are desperately trying to keep hidden and, of
course, no MSM "journalist" will ever question it.

philipat
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#

Reply"

1 week ago

Would love to see the link to that study...into the Dossier!
Chevrus

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

this vaxx is peeling like an onion. Every day we wake up to some new revelation. The vaxxed sheeple are
building up buyer's remorse and I hope they realize they have been fooled. In a big way. Health is greatest
wealth!

rumcho
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#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

"Still, however, the team insists the side-effect is rare and that the findings must be looked at in the
context of the effectiveness of the vaccine in preventing severe cases COVID-19."

I love the way they do a risk analysis when it suits them but not when it has to do with 5 year old's.  

hadriansnightmare

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

I am not getting vaxxed. nor is my wife. We're in out mid seventies.

So, far one couple has elected not to meet us for dinner because we're not vaxxed.

Other than that, we're pretty much trucking right along, taking 12 mg ivermectin every two weeks, after next
dose going to every three, then every four weeks.

NewNormal2021
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#
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1 week ago

Just put some toxic j&j talcum powered on them clots 
Rentier88

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

They keep saying “rare”.

Ask the 800,000 injured by jab about how rare

Fauci Butcher Bill:

17,619 murdered by jab up from 17,128 last week: 491 for the week. 70 per day

86500 plus hospitalized up from 83,000 last week. 3500 or 500 per day

BinAnunnaki
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#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

To add a little perspective there are about 90 fatalities daily from auto accidents in the US.

The vaxx (using the highly under-reported VAERS number) is killing almost as many as die of all car
crashes every day.

Globalist Overlord

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

When you post stats, you should post a reference.  How do we know this is legit?
incline

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

 Still, however, the team insists the side-effect is rare and that the findings must be looked at in the
context of the effectiveness of the vaccine in preventing severe cases COVID-19.

Would that context be a better than 99% chance of one's immune system handling covid just fine? Would it
include the cheap and truly safe treatments someone could take preventively to boost immunity? Or are
they referring to the non-stop fear mongering context that had people raising their hand to become guinea
pigs? 

kathaleend

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

 

We Approaching the Real-Life World of Orwell's 1984

Newspeak is Oceania's official language, a linguistic tool that fosters the Party's ideologies of English
Socialism.  Its aim is to limit thought.  "Orthodoxy," Orwell wrote, "means not thinking — not needing to
think." 

Orwell forewarned that once Newspeak fully superseded Oldspeak, the last link with the past would be
severed.  The Declaration of Independence could then be translated only into the single Newspeak word
Crimethink.

 

The Odessa File
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#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

It would be VERY interesting to run a D-dimer test on 10s of thousands of vaxxed samples and compare to
unvaxxed and see how they fare in a couple years. Just saying…

lwilland1012
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#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

I have zero respect for these PRO POISON VACCINE members 

🐑🐑🐑

Dogmillionaire
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#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

The biologically necessary reaction to an mRNA "vaccine" is a plethora of microclots through the whole
vascular circulatory system.  Unnoticed. Silent.

That these microclots aggregate to cause observable damage within months of the jab is probably "rare". 

But with time the damage cannot be avoided and systemic failure with related diverse symptomatology is
likely.

 

sparkadore
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#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

The billions of spike proteins causing the micro-clotting are anything but "rare".
Globalist Overlord

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

a rare death that's killing an awful lot of folks these days  

 

 

motive unclear

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

10 And with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the love of
the truth, that they might be saved.

11 And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie:

12 That they all might be damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness.

-2 Thessalonians 2 KJV

Jasher

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

could this be it? i think that the above passage is related with the apparition of the man of sin.

 

but its true the propaganda has been so strong that people have lost their critical thinking skills  

totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41
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#

3 1 Reply"

1 week ago

I took this vaccine and I'm feeling fine!

I think this is the best of them all. At least I supported public health!

Just take the vaccines already and stop acting like pussies!

-Proud Antifa Member

Jeff_Strongman

#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 week ago

Why do you upvote yourself? Wouldn't it increase your Auntie Fah cred if 100% of ZHers disliked
everything you had to say?

Only Way Out

#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 week ago

F you you MFer!!
Jeff_Strongman
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#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Upvoted.
Only Way Out

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

antifa

is just a   brand name   at the the big box

      '  false  flag  '      superstore

Norseman_Aura

#

#

1 week ago

https://twitter.com/Tara_Writer/status/1386429138307751947
Norseman_Aura



3 Reply"#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Rare?!!? Bahahaha
BlueLightning

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Trust the science, Bunch of poison crap that does not prevent the covid or stop folks from spreading it,  Im
tired of living in clown world where nothing makes logical sense anymore.

3wood

#

#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

That's a symptom of the presence of evil. It's inversion and gaslighting. The inversion will always be
complete reversal. 

Ms No

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

These bastards keep saying the shots prevent severe "Covid".  Yet, so does your immune system.  
Sprumford

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Not a guinea pig.

Eman Laer

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Wolf, a week off for getting the clot shot.

 

Cult of the Sun

Treasurer Stacy Garrity, a Republican, called on Wolf, a Democrat, to abandon the
plan. Her office said the cost to taxpayers for paying employees who do not use the
days could amount to more than $100 million.

#

#

11 Reply"

1 week ago

These genociders really came out of the closet. 
InfiniteIntellRules
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#
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1 week ago

Zombie state of mind 
bikepath999
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#
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1 week ago

Off topic but I know is related, WW1, WW2 wars finally disclosed as driven by the Balfour Agreement. And
the forever wars. And it continues today under many disguises.

https://www.timesofisrael.com/holocaust-survivor-publishes-phd-dissertation-on-serendipity-of-balfour/

 

InfiniteIntellRules
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#
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Bueno!  Adios, stupidos.
ATTILA THE WIMP

#

#
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1 week ago (Edited)

If you’ve taken The #clotshot, and gotten a ‘breakthrough ‘ infection, are you still considered vaxxed?
MCDirtMigger

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

And can you still enter locations that require you've been vaxxed?
misgivings

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Sad: Little Girl Reveals She’s Been Forced to Quarantine at Home for Months Until Vax for Kids
Released

https://twitter.com/libsoftiktok/status/1455012092008751108

 

Blatant Child Abuse

Boobie Hill

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago (Edited)

Somehow idiots think human beings survived this long when immunity was only for identical virus and only
lasted a few months. 

ROFL...they will believe anything.

Ms No

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

True, the vaccines may kill you.

But at least you won't catch the virus any more and won't have to wear that mask any more.

Fauci said.

🤘

 

💀

 

🤘

CheapBastard
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#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

And what does J&J (and the others) care?  They got their immunity.
Motorhead

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Really, we are all just waiting around for several months just to see what happens pending when SHTF. 
Counting down to the mass die-off.  Long Caterpillar.

Ckierst1

#

#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

People have been vaccinating for almost a year. It's going to be like the lab animals. They died when
reexposed to corona. 

It could be that everything they have been dropping since corona wasn't even a spike protein corona
yet.
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Pathogenic Priming FTW
Chevrus

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Listening to KFAN this morning and some of the commercials were brought to you by......................BioNtech
and Pfizer, not direct peddling their poison but just the same.  These are some of the most vile humans to
ever exist.

🚫

pinkos

🚫
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#
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1 week ago

Article about lot numbers and reports of injuries. So either poor manufacturing and quality control or certain
lots are being seeded for further study. Which wouldn't surprise me at all.

 

https://theexpose.uk/2021/10/31/100-percent-of-covid-19-vaccine-deaths-caused-by-just-5-percent-of-
the-batches-produced/

 

spanish inquisition

#

#
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1 week ago

60% of those given D-dimer tests have readings 4 times higher than if they had a major clot a few
years ago, i.e. before the clot shots came out, but these shots are producing micro-clots that will kill
slowly so it isn't 5% of batches that are killing people in the long term it is all batches with 5% of those
batches maybe killing a bit faster due to inducing larger clots.

BigJJ
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#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Or they are definitely going to be studying their various lots and experiments. They likely have dozens
going on. I doubt it was stainless steel in Japan.
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Stew peters with ex Pfizer employee, whole thing is good look at the 19 minute mark where she
explained how graphene oxide is used in vaccines.

https://rumble.com/vlod4c-wow-former-pfizer-employee-checkmate.-game-over.-we-win.html

spanish inquisition
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#
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PREMIUM 1 week ago

Thanks. I had that happen, the part right after that with spike protein shedder. Was sick for a
month. It started with bizarre inflation and muscle knotting. My ass muscles knotted so bad that
my sciatic went off. Major headche, muscle knotting, then went to head cold symptoms that
lasted for more than 3 weeks. All through that time I was weakly and dizzy sometimes.

I had Covid in Nov 2019 when they told Israel it was out but not us, before they named it. That
may be why. My body reacts strongly to spike protein shedders. He was vaccinated two days
prior and I was stuck driving in car with him for work.
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https://www.bitchute.com/video/jm2euik7MlCV/

Scientist discusses his autopsy findings.

spanish inquisition

#

#
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1 week ago

Fauci in October of 2019 on video.

https://vaccineimpact.com/2021/bombshell-video-emerges-where-fauci-and-others-planned-for-a-
universal-mrna-flu-vaccine-which-became-the-covid-19-mrna-vaccine-because-people-were-not-
afraid-enough-of-the-flu-virus/

spanish inquisition

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Ironic that a state created bogie man cold virus leads to very real killer or at least crippling big pharma
poison 

bikepath999

#

#

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

I always thought they would just drop a hemorrhagic and just go batsh*t on the population with prison
camps and Bolshevism right there. This is a better plan but it isn't over yet either and when they get
caught is when they will be the most dangerous. They are loaded up with demons in the freezer and
who knows what other weapons.
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The latest information is that there is a big difference between different so called Lot numbers. Clearly
they've added the toxic soup only to some while leaving others perhaps completely devoid of anything
other than saline solutions.

It should be a rather quick and easy way to design a light refractive on site checking for what is actually in
these clot shot vials. I could probably do it myself. Checking if something is saline solution or not is fairly
straight forward. Of course as soon as something like this is made they will roll out new 'laws' against it.
They want us all dead or altered, it's so obvious now.

hugin-o-munin
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#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

God have mercy on the “I took the J&J because it isn’t mRNA” souls…
Sol Invictvs
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#

2 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

A pal whose doctor and he believed he was suffering from "long covid" went with JnJ for him because
supposedly less aggressive in pumping out spike proteins, which he and his doctor agreed were going
to be bad for him....   High IQ individual but nuts and TDS.

TBT or not TBT
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1 week ago (Edited)

Yep, their hubris will cost them and their loved ones dearly. Almost all friends from college are
vaxxed for probably the same reason…

Sol Invictvs
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Emergency use to create emergencies 
bikepath999
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#

3 16 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Hey rednecks! Tetanus shots cause just as many blood clots.

Enjoy the farm boys...

Anthraxed
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#

8 1 Reply"

1 week ago

azzhole
Everybody All American
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U suck what?
Anthraxed

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Lacking anything else you go for the knuckle dragging insults? 

Dood I dont often use the ignore button.....

Chevrus

#

#
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1 week ago

How could we know that about tetanus shots, given there is no control group(unvaxxed) to compare
with?      And this, folks, is why everyone must get the mRNA treatments, to eliminate the control
group.

TBT or not TBT
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It's time for your TDAP booster.
Shirley Yugest
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But Tetanus actually exists, so risk equals reward.
Southerly Buster
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1 week ago

Does JJ accept refunds? 
bikepath999
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#
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1 week ago

Like putting the toothpaste back in the tube.
Anthraxed
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Like returning a haircut 
TBT or not TBT
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1 week ago

Tax the vaxxx like they do cigarettes 
bikepath999
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#
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1 week ago

I always thought polio was crippling but an older friend said most people who got it were fine after a week
or two and many who got the vaccine later on developed brain tumors 

bikepath999
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#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Old joke. A mouse walks into a bar. The bartender asks the mouse, "Have you taken the jab?". The mouse
answers,"no, waiting for the human trials".

observer3
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#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

That's what happens when you choose to roll up your sleeve and be a lab rat for Big Pharma.

These people are going to find out real soon that they trusted the wrong people.

GoodyGumdrops
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It is no longer rare when it happens to you.
Dan G
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Add up all of these rare effects and the chances that something will happen following the vaxx is
suddenly less rare.

I've started thinking of the vaxx as a game of Russian Roulette. Most people wouldn't put a bullet in
one of six chambers, spin the cylinder, and put the barrel to their heads. The result could be life-
ending.

Now, imagine a revolver with 60 chambers. If after spinning the cylinder there just happens to be a
bullet aligned with the barrel, then the result is death. Oh sure, the odds of the bullet being positioned
to kill are higher, the result is still death if it is. Add as many chambers as you like but the result can be
the same.

So why gamble with your life?

Demologos
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#
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1 week ago

Actually, it would be more accurate to view the vaxx as a game of russian roulette that requires the
player who picks up the revolver to squeeze the trigger at least three times. The odds of having a
poor outcome increase with every squeeze.

Dan G
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#

Reply"

1 week ago

What stats are those? If the revolver had 300 chambers only one chamber would have a bullet.
You know, 99.7% survival rate at 3 trigger pulls.

So instead of purposefully pointing a gun at your head, take precautions, don't do stupid things,
and boost your natural immunity. 

Demologos
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Safe and effective (TM)
BinAnunnaki
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1 week ago

[Roll up! Roll up for the magical mystery juice!
Step right this way!]

♬ ♭ ♮ ♩ ♪ ♫ ♯
Roll up (your sleeve), roll up for the mystery juice
Roll up, roll up for the mystery juice
Roll up (And that's an invitation), roll up for the mystery juice
Roll up (for a medical intervention), roll up for the mystery juice
The magical mystery juice is waiting to take you away
Waiting to take you away

Roll up, roll up for the mystery juice
Roll up, roll up for the mystery juice
Roll up (We've got everything you need), roll up for the mystery juice
Roll up (side-effects guaranteed), roll up for the mystery juice
The magical mystery juice is hoping to take you away
Hoping to take you away

Mystery juice

Aaaarrrrgggggh... the magical mystery juice
Roll up, roll up for the mystery juice
Roll up (that's not an invitation), roll up for the mystery juice
Roll up (if you like medical institutionalization), roll up for the mystery juice
The magical mystery juice is coming to take you away
Coming to take you away
The magical mystery juice is dying to take you away
Dying to take you away, take you today

The Deplorable Goblin Front Hole
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#
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As a #pureblood I have basically no likelihood of developing "rare" blood clots.
Globalist Overlord

#

#
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1 week ago

My comment was deleted because I was asking how 39 cases in 14 years   are 3.5x 38 in one year?  Just
for that.

xzandrax
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PREMIUM 1 week ago

Is this your comment?

It's down below.

wootendw

Something is very wrong with American mathenatics. How is 3.5 times more?
How?

You have 39 CVST cases in14 previous years, almost 3 per year.

Now you have 38 cases of CVST in ten months. 

I can say without computer that the risk is not 3.5 times but 13.5 for people
with J&J.

Last week there were another article with fucked mathematics. ZH and Yahoo
said that people with antibody from previous illnes are 5 times more at risk
thqn vaccinated. But in the research of 7000 hospitalised people 9% have
antibody from previous covid illnes and 5% were vaccinated. What's wrong
with you, are you fakenews intentionaly or you don't know elementary math?
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Every day there is more and more proof of the problems we identified here on ZH with the jabs. But
FJB's mandates continue to maim the uninformed. It's criminal.

Whoa Dammit
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Ill informed 
Wodan 1785 USA
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1 week ago

misinformed
fbazzrea
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Refuse to be informed.
SassyPants
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You are all correct.
Demologos
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VAERS REVEALS DEATH BY LOT #: 

SPECIFIC STATES GET CERTAIN VIALS 11/1/21?

https://rumble.com/voknqd-vaers-reveals-death-by-lot-number-specific-states-get-certain-vials.html?
mref=6zof&mrefc=2

AimeeZH
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#
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1 week ago (Edited)

It's been obvious for a while that they are tracking who gets what to ensure the "correct" variant
(Saline, G.O, Spike Protein and Parasite Eggs) goes to the right places.

 

Agent Smith
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#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

"The whole world is a shitshow and we're running out of toilet paper."

The Fuhrer

The Ardennes Forest 1942

One Moment Please
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#
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Nuh uh, it's perfectly safe.  Here, have another jab.
Shifter_X
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#
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1 week ago (Edited)

See my post above.

 

berlinjames02
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#

Reply"
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Sorry to hear that.

You sound Very Intelligent and must have known a lot about these BEFORE getting the Jab.

My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast rejected knowledge, I will also
reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest to me: seeing thou hast forgotten the law of thy God, I will also
forget thy children.

Speak unto the Lord Jesus as Only he can change what is.

 

There are no knowns, we only know what we know that is known.

 

The Odessa File
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1 week ago (Edited)

CONGRESS IS PURE MALICE, this morning...

PRE-PLANNED: Weeks before covid appeared in U.S., Congress redefined the word “vaccine” to
include mRNA injections

https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-11-01-corruption-covid-congress-redefined-vaccine-mrna-
injections.html

 

So, the same congress that secretly takes ivermectin while letting doctors lose their livelihoods for
prescribing it, redefined mRNA as a vaccine in the weeks PRIOR to covid becoming known.

 

talk about demonic.  i am so done with everything...  one token clown Rand Paul, stands up and yaps.  the
rest sit and count their shekels for selling out humanity.  And two years in NOBODY is even asking them
pointed questions.

liberty2day
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2 Reply"

pointed questions.

 

the Founders would crap themselves silly, not knowing how to fix the republic, when nobody even knows
what the playing field is.

#

#

4 3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago (Edited)

Paul is 100% phony opposition. They keep the Trump's and Paul's around exactly so people sit on
their hands waiting for a rescue that will never come. 

Ms No

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

total fail, on all levels.

 

one would think, out of 400 million people, at least one would have enough presence of mind to
comprehend what is going on, then propose a plan.

 

I used to wonder how germans fell in line under hitler.  now it is plain as day.  most people are
imbeciles.

liberty2day
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PREMIUM 1 week ago

Buying time for them...
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2 1 Reply"
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So wrong about the Pauls, it's cringy.
secretargentman
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#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

how so?

 

why doesn't he demand ivermectin be made OTC, for instance? 

it would break this entire thing open like nobody's business.

liberty2day
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PREMIUM 1 week ago

He says nice things. That's all they need.
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1

1 week ago

exactly.
liberty2day
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1 week ago

and these clowns expect voters to come out? 

why? so fresh shekel counters can be seated?

liberty2day
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#
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1 week ago

strangely, this article seems to fail to register with people, even though I see it as damning beyond
belief...  why might this be?  where is the blind spot?

liberty2day
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https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-10-29-japan-ends-vaccine-induced-pandemic-legalizing-
ivermectin.html

ThomasEdmonds
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How come no CON-gress critters that supposedly took the jabs have died?

Oh, wait.  They're not required to get jabbed.

Go figure.

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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Rare like transitory inflation
bikepath999
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1 week ago (Edited)

'rare' because it is rare a so called shot has ever been as deadly as this one.
liberty2day
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Anyone who received any jab more likely to be an imbecile.
liberty2day
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"Still, however, the team insists the side-effect is rare and that the findings must be looked at in the
context of the effectiveness of the vaccine in preventing severe cases COVID-19."

Would ZH be so kind as to post an article showing the studies that prove this claim that the "jabs" are
"preventing severe cases of COVID-10" please? Thank you in advance.

G. Wally
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And this is news? Lol
new game
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I'll take "Cerebral venous sinus thrombosis" for $600, Alex.
Motorhead
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Ignoring reality and accepting the word of lying murderers is a thing.
taglady
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2 1 Reply"

1 week ago

During the 14 years before the pandemic, there were only 39 Olmstead residents who developed CVST - a
rare, potentially deadly, blood clotting condition.

 

Yeah, so rare that nobody looked for it.  So guess what?  It was very rarely found.  Cases were, no doubt,
chalked up to something more common. 

But after the Johnson and Johnson jab people began looking for it.  So guess what?  It was found.

 

Bullshit statistics.
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Blood clotting leads to strike and death. It isn't going to be missed unless it's meant to be.
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There are a LOT of blood clots and strokes and death in any population.   This CVST is a very
specific blood clot condition that few would guess at unless they were looking for it.  It would be
chalked up to any of many reasons a person has a stroke.   This is my point.
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